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The historical documents held by the Arolsen Archives, the world’s largest collection on the 
victims of Nazi persecution, are commonly divided into three thematic groups: (1) records 
on incarceration in concentration camps, ghettos and prisons during the Nazi era; (2)  
employment files and registration cards that were created for forced laborers during  
World War II; (3) documents on the liberated survivors, whom the Allies referred to as  
Displaced Persons (DPs).1 Being true for the majority of the holdings, this description is  
indeed a good starting point for anyone interested in examining the documents in more  
detail. However, given that 14 years have passed since the predecessor of the Arolsen  
Archives – the International Tracing Service (ITS) – made the collections accessible for  
researchers, continued research has managed to show that the records are in fact more  
diverse than is generally known. In other words, they contain files that do not exactly match 
the aforementioned three-fold classification and even extend beyond Nazi victims as the 
focus of the records kept in Bad Arolsen.

In this sense, this new publication within the Findings series serves as an example that may 
challenge previous notions of the Arolsen Archives as a thematically clear-cut repository. 
It deals with the work of the International Refugee Organization (IRO) – the largest inter- 
national relief agency between 1947 and 1951 – outside of Europe and thereby signifi- 
cantly departs from the geographical focus commonly associated with the IRO, namely  
its work in caring for DPs in postwar Europe, and occupied Germany in particular.

Based on two contributions addressing IRO documents kept in the Arolsen Archives, as 
well as their historical context, the publication at hand explores the breadth of migration- 
related administrative records created in the postwar years by looking at Africa and Asia 
as hitherto relatively unknown fields of IRO operations with regard to: (1) Polish nationals 
who in 1940/41 were deported from Eastern Poland to the Soviet Union and who later were 

1 Arolsen Archives: “Documentation and Archiving”. Available at: https://arolsen-archives.org/en/about-us/
what-we-do/documentation-and-archiving/. Last accessed: 03.05.2021.
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transferred to British colonies in Africa, and (2) DPs who, having originally arrived in  
Germany, Austria and Italy from Central and Eastern European countries, accepted  
immigration offers into Pakistan in 1949 and 1950. In order to understand how these  
activities fit into the bigger picture, the following overview provides an insight into the  
history of Displaced Persons, refugees, and the international relief agencies caring for them 
in the postwar period.

After World War II, the Allies faced the enormous task of looking after about 10 million DPs 
in Europe alone. DPs were defined as “civilians outside the national boundaries of their 
country by reason of the war,” who were “[d]esirous but unable to return home or find homes 
without assistance.”2 The vast majority were former victims of Nazi persecution: they had 
been deported for forced labor, or incarcerated in concentration camps. Among them was 
a notable number of Holocaust survivors. After the end of the war, the DPs were housed 
primarily in the Western zones of occupied Germany, but also in Austria and Italy in  
specially established DP camps, where they were generally looked after by the United  
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), founded in 1943. The DPs were 
supposed to stay there temporarily only and prepare for repatriation, i.e. return to their  
respective countries of origin.3 And by late 1945, most DPs were indeed repatriated. At the 
beginning of 1946, though, about a million DPs had remained in the camps because they – 
mostly for political or economic reasons – could not or did not want to return to their  
countries of origin, mainly in Central and Eastern Europe. For many Jewish DPs, a per- 
manent return to their various home countries was inconceivable due to the destruction  
of the Jewish communities and the murder of their family members by the Germans and the 
persistence of antisemitism in those countries. Also in response to this altered situation, 
the work of UNRRA, that fulfilled its mandate of solving the DP challenge by focusing on 
repatriation only, was discontinued in 1947 and taken over by a successor organization, the 
International Refugee Organization (IRO). Just like UNRRA, the IRO was affiliated with the 
United Nations, but it was not supported by the Soviet Union, which continued to insist on 
the repatriation approach. The IRO was founded at the end of 1946 and began its actual 
work in July 1947. Unlike UNRRA, the IRO was responsible not only for taking care of and 
repatriating DPs, but also for organizing their emigration to a third party country if that  
was their desire. The UN General Assembly had already decided in February 1946 that  

“[n]o refugees or displaced persons who have finally and definitely, in complete freedom […] 
expressed valid objections to returning to their countries of origin [...] shall be  
compelled to return to their country of origin.”4

2 SHAEF Administrative Memorandum No. 39, Revised Version, 16.04.1945, 6.1.1/82495539/ITS Digital  
Archive, Arolsen Archives. 

3 On the history of UNRRA, see George Woodbridge: UNRRA: The History of the United Nations Relief  
and Rehabilitation Administration, New York: Columbia University Press, 1950. For a general introduction  
to the history of DPs in the postwar years, see Mark Wyman: DP: Europe’s Displaced Persons, 1945–1951,  
Philadelphia: Balch Institute Press, 1989.

4 “Report of Third Committee of the General Assembly on the Question of Refugees, including the Reso-
lution adopted by the General Assembly on 12 February 1946 (A/45)”, in Economic and Social Council of the  
United Nations (ed.): The Question of Refugees: Documents for the Special Committee on Refugees and  
Displaced Persons, s.l., 1946, 1–2, here 2. See also Gerard Daniel Cohen: In War’s Wake: Europe’s Displaced 
Persons in the Postwar Order, Oxford: OUP, 2012, 26–27.
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So already during the last few months of UNRRA’s existence, the course started shifting 
from repatriation to emigration: in August 1946, before the IRO was established, the  
British government decided on a scheme to recruit female DPs from the three Baltic  
countries for work in British sanatoria to meet the country’s demand for labor.5 In the months 
and years to follow, thousands of DPs entered the UK under this program and another one 
called Westward Ho, which also included men. As they provided for a time limit on the stay 
in the respective target country, these recruitments and other programs, e.g. in France and 
Belgium, were not designed to be permanent.6 The goal of the IRO, on the other hand, was 
not only to find host countries on a temporary basis, but to place DPs willing to emigrate in 
countries all over the world and to integrate them there on a long-term basis, i.e. to provide 
them with a job and to naturalize them. This objective was facilitated by the widespread 
shortage of labor that many countries suffered from after the war. In particular, “manual la-
borers and agricultural workers, with the exception of a few categories of technicians,  
engineers and the like”7 were sought after. These countries were willing to accept the DPs 
stranded in Europe under certain conditions, which varied from country to country: “The 
receiving countries in Western Europe based their settlement policy on their own labor  
requirements, and they used strict control mechanisms. While the US, Canada, New  
Zealand, and Australia were more liberal, generally the same rule applied: younger, healthy, 
single and educated people were more wanted than old, sick, married people, etc.”8 In  
addition, there were maximums and quotas for national backgrounds, and the founding of 
the IRO alone did not ensure that all emigration requests could be met. Entry into the USA, 
which was one of the more desirable destinations, only became possible for a larger num-
ber of people with the passing of the DP Act in 1948 and its amendment in 1950.9 In  
addition to the countries mentioned, states in South America among others also acted as 
destinations.

The IRO was not only responsible for placing the DPs in the receiving countries, but also for 
getting them there. The organization negotiated with accepting countries, maintained  
offices all over the world, organized the selection of future immigrants and chartered ships 
and planes. For all this, the IRO had its own budget to work with.

5 Emily Gilbert: Rebuilding Post-War Britain. Latvian, Lithuanian and Estonian Refugees in Britain,  
1946–51, Barnsley: Pen & Sword, 2017, 75–76. See also Tillmann Tegeler: “Esten, Letten und Litauer in  
Nachkriegsdeutschland. Von rechtlosen Flüchtlingen zu heimatlosen Ausländern”, in Christian and Marianne 
Pletzing (eds.): Flüchtlinge aus den baltischen Staaten in Deutschland, Munich: Martin Meidenbauer, 2007, 
13–27, here 24.

6 See Diana Kay: “Westward Ho! The Recruitment of Displaced Persons for British Industry”, in  
Johannes-Dieter Steinert and Inge Weber-Newth (eds.): European Immigrants in Britain 1933–1950, Munich: 
K. G. Saur, 2003, 151–170; Cohen, War’s Wake, 105–107.

7 Louise W. Holborn: The International Refugee Organization: A Specialized Agency of the United Nations. 
Its History and Work, 1946–1952, London/New York/Toronto: OUP, 1956, 426. On Australia, see, for exam-
ple, Andrew Markus: “Labour and Immigration 1946–9: The Displaced Persons Program”, in Labour History,  
47, 1984, 73–90.

8 Roman Smolorz: “Der Alltag der osteuropäischen Displaced Persons 1945–1949 unter dem Einfluss  
von ost- und westeuropäischen Geheimdiensten”, in Corine Defrance, Juliette Denis and Julia Maspero 
(eds.): Personnes déplacées et guerre froide en Allemagne occupée – Displaced Persons and the Cold War in  
Occupied Germany – Displaced Persons und Kalter Krieg im besetzten Deutschland, Bruxelles: Peter Lang, 
2015, 199–211, here 200 (translation by the authors). See also Kim Salomon: Refugees in the Cold War: Toward  
a New International Refugee Regime in the Early Postwar Era, Lund: Lund University Press, 1991, 197–217.

9 Wyman: DP, 195–200.
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However, among the people cared for by the IRO were not only former Nazi victims, but an 
increasing number of refugees from Central and Eastern Europe who had left the countries 
in the Soviet sphere of influence primarily for political reasons. As early as autumn 1944, 
tens of thousands of Balts had escaped the advancing Soviet Army and fled to Germany. 
The fear of having to live under Soviet rule and the expectation of being persecuted or  
deported for being part of the national intelligentsia were frequent reasons for this.10

As early as late 1944, a large number of refugees from Hungary arrived in Germany, most of 
whom stayed in Bavaria. In addition, there were persons who had left Hungary after  
the end of the war, among other things to avoid military service.11 And in 1948, when the  
Communist Party seized power in Czechoslovakia, numerous Czech nationals fled to Austria 
and the Western parts of Germany. Refugees from Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia and the 
Soviet Union, especially from Russia and the Ukraine, were also among those who came to 
the West.12 Refugees’ numbers also included former collaborators who had cooperated 
with the Germans, for example as members of the Latvian and Estonian units of the Waffen-
SS, the police, the Einsatzgruppen, and the Wehrmacht. In many cases, they mixed unde- 
tected with the DPs and were able to secure assistance from the IRO, although they were 
not actually eligible for it.13 

Although many of these refugees from Central and Eastern Europe initially expected to  
return to their countries of origin soon after the political situation had changed, most of 
them found it inconceivable to be repatriated to and stay in a Communist country. Instead, 
they wanted to emigrate to a third country with the help of the IRO. The emerging Cold War  
facilitated that desire, as the Western Allies were unwilling to extradite citizens of forcibly 
annexed areas to the Soviet Union against their will or to send refugees back to Com- 
munist countries.14 

That is to say that the IRO, apart from recognizing DPs who were ‘genuine’ victims of  
Nazism and who had already been the focus of UNRRA’s work as eligible for assistance, 
also supported anti-communist dissidents as refugees.15 When the IRO was founded, its 
founding members actually distinguished between DPs and refugees – at least formally in 
the organization’s Constitution. However, in the practice of day-to-day work with the DPs 
and refugees – e.g. in the specially established camps – IRO staff used the terms  
inconsistently or often synonymously. Considering that formal terminology played a  
subordinate role in IRO’s real work on the ground, historical research focusing on the  
organization’s activities in the field rarely addresses this point. More crucial was the  
question of whether the persons concerned would be considered eligible for IRO’s  

10 Gilbert, Rebuilding Post-War Britain, 43–48; Pauli Heikkilä: “Baltic States: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania”, 
in Anna Mazurkiewicz (ed.): East Central European Migrations During the Cold War: A Handbook, Berlin/ 
Boston: De Gruyter Oldenbourg, 2019, 45–67, here 46–48.

11 Holborn, International Refugee Organization, 182–183; Katalin Kádár Lynn: “Hungary”, in Mazurkiewicz, 
East Central European Migrations, 168–192, here 169–173.

12 Beatrice Scutaru: “Romania”, in Mazurkiewicz, East Central European Migrations, 243–285, here 247–248; 
Anna Fiń: “Ukraine”, in Mazurkiewicz, East Central European Migrations, 286–325, here 293–297.

13 Gilbert, Rebuilding Post-War Britain, 32–42.

14 Tegeler, Esten, 17.

15 Jayne Persian: “Displaced Persons and the Politics of International Categorisation(s)”, in Australian  
Journal of Politics & History, 58/4, 2012, 481–496, here 491.
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assistance or not.16 With the continuation of the Cold War, a general liberalization of  
recognition practices came about. From 1949, the IRO also helped many people to emigrate, 
who, from the organization’s point of view, were less considered political dissidents than 

“adventurers with transatlantic aims.”17

World War II saw displaced persons or refugees not only in Europe, but also, with very  
different persecution or flight backgrounds, in Africa and in Asia, where the war did not end 
before September 1945. In aftermath studies, they are only marginally considered, if at all.18 

Most of the refugees in Asia and Africa did not fall under the mandate of the IRO, which was 
focusing on the care of refugees and DPs in Europe, as implied in the Annex of the IRO  
Constitution.19

The best-known place of refuge in general memory probably is former Palestine. Against 
the will of the mandate power Great Britain and before the founding of Israel, thousands of 
Jews found shelter there after the end of the war, and sometimes even earlier.20 The public 
at large is less familiar with the flight of Europeans to various other countries in Africa and 
Asia, where they mostly stayed for a limited time. During the war, at least 18,000 German 
Jews fled to Shanghai, which was one of the last legal places of refuge.21 Like other Euro-
peans who fled to China, including a large number of Russian emigrants as well as around  
 
 
 

16 On the genesis and discussion of the terms ‘displaced persons’ and ‘refugees’, as well as their implica-
tions and differences, see Christoph Rass: “Vom ‘Displacement of Populations’ über ‘Displaced Persons’ zu  
‘Internally Displaced Persons’. Überlegungen zur Geschichte einer Schlüsselkategorie der Gewaltmigration im 
20. Jahrhundert”. Available at: https://nghm.hypotheses.org/2462. Last accessed: 03.05.2021. 

17 Cohen, War’s Wake, 51. See there (and the following pages) also on the issue of distinguishing between 
political and economic refugees and the impact of this differentiation on the decades that followed.

18 This is also reflected in the historiography of World War II: The course of the war on the two continents, 
the fact that people from there fought as soldiers, as well as the victims, are barely remembered by Europe-
ans in particular. In Germany, for example, the fate of the countries of the Global South from 1939 to 1945 
wasn’t given much thought until the book “Unsere Opfer zählen nicht“ (“Our victims don’t count”) was released 
in 2005, followed by a traveling exhibition based on the book, which appealed to a broader audience. See 
Rheinisches JournalistInnen Büro and Recherche International e.V. (eds.): “Unsere Opfer zählen nicht”: Die 
Dritte Welt im Zweiten Weltkrieg, Berlin/Hamburg: Assoziation A, 2005. The so-called Pacific War, which was 
a central component of World War II, not only included Japan as the aggressor and the Japanese-occupied 
countries throughout Southeast Asia. Rather, the British colony of India at the time was also involved in the war 
by sending soldiers. Parts of North Africa were also a direct theater of war due to the German invasion. See, 
for instance, Klaus-Michael Mallmann and Martin Cüppers: Halbmond und Hakenkreuz: Das Dritte Reich, die 
Araber und Palästina, Darmstadt: WBG, 2006.

19 Constitution of the International Refugee Organization and Agreement on Interim Measures, Geneva, 
1947, 26–28. Available at: https://digital-library.arolsen-archives.org/content/titleinfo/7254173. Last accessed: 
03.05.2021. The lack of support primarily affected people who had fled during subsequent conflicts, especially 
the millions of refugees who found themselves in the independent states of India and Pakistan after mid-August 
1947 as part of partition of British India. For a discussion about the South Asian refugees and the international 
refugee regime, see Pia Oberoi: “South Asia and the Creation of the International Refugee Regime”, in Refuge: 
Canada’s Journal on Refugees, 19 (5), 2001, 36–45. Available at: https://doi.org/10.25071/1920-7336.21228. 
Last accessed: 03.05.2021.

20 See, for instance, Klaus Hillenbrand: Fremde im neuen Land. Deutsche Juden in Palästina und ihr Blick auf 
Deutschland nach 1945, Frankfurt: S. Fischer, 2015, 106–109.

21 Dieter Wulf: “Letzte Zuflucht: Shanghai”. Available at: https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/juden-im- 
nationalsozialismus-letzte-zuflucht-shanghai.1079.de.html?dram:article_id=409867. Last accessed: 03.05.2021.
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10,000 people of Chinese origin who came there during the war from countries mostly in 
Southeast Asia, and unlike other refugees in Asia, they were covered by the IRO mandate, 
which ultimately resettled around 20,000 people from China.22

In North Africa, a large number of refugees, Jews and members of the opposition from  
Nazi Germany as well as from Spain and occupied France, reached the Moroccan city of 
Tangier, which in the 1930s had the status of an international zone, and was seized by Spain 
in June 1940.23 In addition, several thousand Greeks fled from the Germans to Turkey and 
subsequently found shelter in refugee camps in various African countries. These included 
the then Belgian colonies of Congo and Rwanda-Urundi (today: Rwanda and Burundi).24 In 
1948/49, the IRO finally arranged for around 2,000 Muslim DPs from Albania, Yugoslavia 
and the Soviet Union, who were in the Western zones of Germany, Austria and Italy after 
the war, to resettle permanently in Turkey. 25 Turkey had already offered shelter to refugees 
from Europe during the Nazi era. To a lesser extent, African countries such as Morocco,  
Tunisia, and Northern and Southern Rhodesia (today: Zambia and Zimbabwe) were also  
destinations for migration from Europe after 1945.26

The temporary accommodation of Polish DPs in African countries during the war organized 
by the British government in 1942 and aimed at moving them as far away as possible from 
any (potential) war zone has attracted some attention from historical research(ers) in  
recent years.27 These people had been deported from Soviet-occupied Eastern Poland to 
the interior of the Soviet Union in 1940/41. From there, about 20,000 of them came with 
the Anders Army to Iran in the first half of 1942. Finally – and partly via the then Indian  
Karachi –, they were transferred to Tanganyika (today: Tanzania), Northern and Southern  
Rhodesia and other British colonies in East Africa, where they were housed in camps. The 
first article in this publication deals with this special group of people: Julia Devlin uses  
and analyses selected CM/1 files, i.e. applications for assistance by the IRO, which were 
filled out by the aforementioned Polish DPs after the war and are now kept in the Arolsen 
Archives. Apart from biographical details, these documents also include information on the 
Polish DPs’ various stations of displacement – from their deportation to the Soviet Union 
to their accommodation in specially established camps on the African continent. The  
article also talks about everyday life in the camps as well as the closure of the camps in the 

22 Holborn, International Refugee Organization, 172 and 186–187; Jochen Lingelbach: On the Edges of  
Whiteness: Polish Refugees in British Colonial Africa During and After the Second World War, New York/ 
Oxford: Berghahn, 2020, 92. Also see Jochen Lingelbach: Before 1951: Outside Europe. The Pre-History of 
the Refugee Convention, the IRO, and European Refugees in Africa and Asia. Available at: https://blog.flucht 
forschung.net/before-1951-outside-europe. Last accessed: 03.05.2021.

23 Isabelle Rohr: The Spanish Right and the Jews, 1898–1945. Antisemitism and Opportunism, Brighton/ 
Portland: Sussex Academic Press, 2007, 19–20 and 104–151.

24 Jochen Lingelbach: “Swimming to Safety”. Available at: https://refugeehistory.org/blog/2020/9/24/ 
swimming-to-safety. Last accessed: 03.05.2021.

25 Holborn, International Refugee Organization, 388–389.

26 Ibid., 433–436. Conversely, in the years after the war there were also refugee movements from  
the Middle East to Europe as Jewish refugees from Egypt asked for support from the IRO in Italy. See Akim 
Jah: “Schriftliche Zeugnisse von Displaced Persons als Zugang zur Auseinandersetzung mit Antisemitismus in 
der historisch-politischen Bildung”, in Anne Broden, Stefan E. Hößl and Marcus Meier (eds.): Antisemitismus, 
Rassismus und das Lernen aus Geschichte(n), Weinheim: Beltz Juventa, 2017, 56–66, here 63–64.

27 Julia Devlin: Deportation und Exil: Eine polnische Odyssee im Zweiten Weltkrieg, Berlin: Vergangenheits- 
verlag, 2014; Lingelbach, Edges.
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late 1940s and early 1950s when the resettlement of Polish DPs, particularly to the United 
Kingdom, became possible.

The British colony of India, along with South Africa, Palestine and Lebanon, also took in 
part of the Poles originally deported to the Soviet Union.28 Several thousand came to a  
camp in Valivade near Kolhapur in Maharashtra, and to other camps in India.29 At the  
beginning of 1948, the IRO took these DPs first to the camps in East Africa and later from 
there to Great Britain, thus responding to the increasingly worsening political situation  
associated with the partition of the Indian subcontinent. India was now considered unsafe, 
and the newly independent state urged for a fast resettlement of the Poles.30 It was only 
two years later, when the political situation on the subcontinent was still in turmoil, that 
the IRO, paradoxically enough, facilitated the move of European refugees to South Asia. 
The organization had negotiated the emigration of 67 DPs from Central and Eastern Europe 
to Pakistan. These people were doctors and nurses as well as their dependents who were 
stranded in the Western zones of Germany, in Austria, and Italy and wished to emigrate  
to a third country. Pakistan, which was desperate for skilled workers, allowed these  
specialists to enter. The story of these DPs who migrated to Pakistan is the subject of Akim 
Jah’s contribution. Although the DPs continued to migrate to other countries, especially 
the USA, after a few years, this example shows how the resettlement of specialists, for 
which the IRO had its own program, was organized and which enormous efforts were made 
to accommodate this difficult-to-place group of people. An investigation of both this  
program and Pakistan as a host country for European DPs has been so far a research  
desideratum.  

While the IRO’s support of the DPs is common ground of both articles, they differ in terms 
of time and context: whereas the Polish DPs came to East Africa before 1945 in the hope  
 – for many in vain – of being able to return to Poland after the end of the war, the Central 
and Eastern European DPs, none of whom, incidentally, came from Poland, went to  
Pakistan in order to escape the lack of prospects in the European DP camps of the post-
war period. The latter were highly educated specialists whose expertise and integration 
were welcome in the country. On the other hand, the DPs in East Africa were mostly im- 
poverished family members – Jochen Lingelbach describes them as “subaltern whites”31  
 – whose stay was limited from the outset and who were usually housed isolated from  
the local population.

The resettlement of European DPs in Pakistan was not only chronologically opposite to that 
of the European DPs in East Africa, but also in relation to those Europeans who had been 
in the countries of the Global South since the colonial period and who were now returning 
to Europe in the context of decolonization. The DPs in East Africa, on the other hand, were  
 

28 Lingelbach, Edges, 20. There were also many Jews among the people deported to the Soviet Union. See 
Atina Grossmann: “Jewish Survivors: Notes on Entangled Stories and Lost Memories”, in Henning Borggräfe, 
Akim Jah, Nina Ritz and Steffen Jost (eds.): Freilegungen: Rebuilding Lives – Child Survivors and DP Children in 
the Aftermath of the Holocaust and Forced Labor, Göttingen: Wallstein, 2017, 276–282.

29 Anuradha Bhattacharjee: The Second Homeland. Polish Refugees in India. New Delhi: Sage, 2012.

30 Lingelbach, Edges, 56 and 92; Holborn, International Refugee Organization, 418. The DPs left Valivade at 
the same time as the last British soldiers left India.

31 Lingelbach, Edges, 261.
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there at a time when the British colonial power and, with it, Europeans’ stay there were  
increasingly called into question.32

Both articles not only illustrate the work of the IRO in Africa and Asia, but also exemplify 
how the paths of DPs from World War II often strayed from the known routes around the 
world and went beyond ‘quintessential’ DP biographies. Both articles deal with DPs who, 
though generally not victims of the Nazis, were assisted by the IRO. The DPs who went to 
East Africa were primarily victims of Stalinism who had been deported to the Soviet Union 
and thus displaced. This displacement in fact saved them from being seized by the  
Germans who attacked Eastern Poland in 1941, which had previously been occupied by the 
Soviet Union. DPs who had migrated to Pakistan were generally not victims of Nazi  
persecution. The majority had fled to the West in 1944 or later to escape the Red Army or 
Communist regimes and were finally recognized by the IRO as refugees. 

The two articles focus on two continents usually not associated with National Socialism, 
World War II, and its aftermath. They also offer a new perspective by tackling the common 
misperception that emigration always takes place from south to north. Lastly they also  
remind us that in the not so distant past, countries in the Global South became places of 
refuge or migration for people from Europe. 

The present publication, which draws only broad outlines of the topics of escape and  
migration from Europe to Africa and Asia before and after the end of World War II, is  
intended to provide an impetus for further research. The Arolsen Archives keep, for  
example, IRO documents containing information on refugees who had taken shelter from 
the Nazis in Shanghai and Tangier. Documents on DPs who migrated to Turkey after 1945 
are also preserved in Bad Arolsen and accessible for research. 

We would like to thank everyone who supported us in preparing this publication. In par- 
ticular, we would like to thank Zosia and Jurek Biegus as well as Magda Polesny Schay,  
Anna VA Polesny, Zuzka Polesny Eggena, and Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen for providing  
private photos and giving us permission to publish them. We would also like to thank  
the latter three for their willingness to talk about the time they had spent with their parents 
in Pakistan. Finally, we would like to thank Margit Vogt and Christiane Weber for  
proofreading and all other colleagues working at the Arolsen Archives who actively  
supported us with the preparation of document scans, the design and the production of 
the publication.

Bad Arolsen, September 2021 
Christian Höschler and Akim Jah

32 Ibid., 262.
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When a person is filling out forms, it can be alienating for them to read questions about  
heinous acts in such a matter-of-fact, bureaucratic tone. Take, for example, the tax  
return; the text in the sparse lines of the cover sheet reads ‘Widowed since’ and/or  
 ‘Divorced/civil partnership terminated since.’ The annexes for children inquire about the 
date when a child was put up for adoption or worse. So what was, in fact, a tragedy in one 
person’s life is reduced to just a few words on a form. 

There is a similar sense when reading the Care and Maintenance files of the International 
Refugee Organization (IRO) from after World War II. On standardized printed forms, names, 
career paths, and stations of the last few years are requested. What ends up being just  
a few entries on a form are, in reality, the inconceivable life stories of people who wound  
up in the tentacles of history.

The Care and Maintenance aid programs were introduced by the Allies for people who were 
abducted, displaced, or otherwise uprooted during World War II. The Allies referred to them 
as Displaced Persons (DPs) and granted them protection, support, and help with repatri- 
ation, provided by the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) 
and, after the dissolution of UNRRA, by the IRO.1 DPs had to apply for support from the IRO 
by submitting Care and Maintenance (CM/1) applications. Eligibility officers then checked 
and decided whether the DP was eligible to receive support.2

The Arolsen Archives hold 706 case files from Polish DPs who filed CM/1 applications in  
Africa. These people were deported from the eastern part of Poland to the Soviet Union by 
 

1 On the history of DPs, the UNRRA and the IRO, see the introduction to this volume.

2 See Henning Borggräfe: “Exploring Pathways of (Forced) Migration, Resettlement Structures, and Dis-
placed Persons’ Agency: Document Holdings and Research Potentials of the Arolsen Archives”, in Historical 
Social Research, 45 (4), 2020, 45–68, here 50.
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the Soviet occupiers in 1940 and 1941 and later reached East Africa via Iran, where they 
stayed temporarily while the war continued. 

In this article, I will first describe these historical events and then use the CM/1 files of the 
Biegus and Kaskow families to learn about their life stories. We can thus put the sparse  
information available from the administrative procedures in the CM/1 files into a historical 
as well as biographical-individual context. 

From 1942 to the 1950s, 19,200 Polish people lived in African refugee camps.3 Most of them 
were from the eastern part of Poland, which was occupied by the Soviet Union in 1939 in 
accordance with the Secret Additional Protocol of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. The  
Soviet Interior Ministry (Narodnyj kommissariat vnutrennich del or NKVD) deported  
Polish citizens from there to the Soviet Union – mainly Siberia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 
and the Arctic Circle – in four waves in 1940 and 1941 on charges of ‘anti-Soviet activities.’ 
Most of them had to work in prison camps and special settlements of the Gulag system. 
Others were categorized as ‘free exiles.’ Although they were not subject to forced labor, 
they had to support themselves and lived under extremely difficult circumstances in the  
republics of the eastern Soviet Union. All Polish citizens who had been in the civil service 
of the Second Polish Republic – such as members of the military and the clergy, civil  
servants, police officers, foresters, and teachers as well as their families, from infants to 
old people – were considered dangerous to the system and thus subject to deportation.  
In the third wave of deportations in June 1940, a particularly large number of Jewish Poles 
were deported, who actually came from the German-occupied western half of Poland and 
who had fled to the eastern half of Poland from the German troops. The Soviet occupiers 
thought they were suspicious because they remained in touch with people on the German- 
occupied side. They were suspected of espionage, or their loyalty was questioned.4

Much controversy surrounds the research on how many people had been deported. The  
estimates vary between 320,0005 and 1.5 million people.6 When the German Reich attacked 
the Soviet Union in June 1941, alliances changed. The Soviet Union, which went from  
ally to victim of the German aggression, became a partner in the alliance against Nazi  
Germany. As a result, diplomatic relations between the Soviet Union and Poland were  
resumed, with the British as mediators. In the Sikorski-Majski Agreement, concluded  
between the president of the Polish government-in-exile and the Soviet ambassador in 
 
 
 
 
  

3 Jochen Lingelbach: On the Edges of Whiteness: Polish Refugees in British Colonial Africa during and  
after the Second World War, New York: Berghahn, 2020, 20.

4 John Goldlust: “A Different Silence: The Survival of More than 200,000 Polish Jews in the Soviet  
Union During World War II as a Case Study in Cultural Amnesia”, in Mark Edele, Sheila Fitzpatrick and Atina 
Grossmann (eds.): Shelter from the Holocaust: Rethinking Jewish Survival in the Soviet Union, Detroit: Wayne 
State University Press 2017, 51–94, here 40–45.

5 Stanislaw Ciesielski, Wojciech Materski and Andrzej Paczkowski: Represje sowieckie wobec Polaków  
i obywateli polskich, Warsaw: Ośrodek Karta, 2002, 33.

6  Thomas Lane: Victims of Stalin and Hitler, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004, 79.
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London, Ivan Majski, on July 30, 1941, the formation of a Polish army and the release of  
the Polish deportees were agreed (this was referred to as ‘amnesty’7).8 

Many of the Poles who were now released made their way to Buzuluk (Orenburg Oblast), 
near the border with Kazakhstan, where General Władysław Anders assembled a Polish 
army on behalf of the exiled government.9 Because of harsh temperatures, the recruitment 
centers were relocated to the southern Soviet republics in January and February  
1942, mainly to Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. The headquarters were located in Jangi-Jul,  
near Tashkent.10

Polish soldiers and civilians celebrating Holy Mass in the army camp, presumably in Kyrgyzstan, 

1942 | IWM MH 1815

Disagreements between the Polish and Soviet military leadership, the inadequate supply 
of food, equipment, and medicine, the inhospitable climate, and the outbreak of epi- 
demics prompted General Anders to evacuate the Poles to Iran in March 1942. As Iran had 
been occupied by Soviet and British military, people there could be more easily supplied 
via the military supply route, also called the ‘Persian Corridor.’ In the spring and August  
of 1942, more than 110,000 Poles were shipped across the Caspian Sea from Krasnovodsk 
(which is Türkmenbaşy in Turkmenistan today) to Pahlevi (Bandar Anzali today).11 The  

 7  The term ‘amnesty’ outraged many Poles because it suggested that these people had committed a crime. 
See, for example, Lucjan Krolikowski: Stolen Childhood: A Saga of Polish War Children, Lincoln: Authors  
Choice, 2001, 26.

 8  Elżbieta and Janusz Wróbel: Rozproszeni po świecie: Obozy i osiedla uchodżców polskich ze Związku  
Sowieckiego 1942–1950, Chicago: Panorama, 1992, 24–25.

 9  Władysław Anders: Bez ostatniego rozdziału: Wspomnienia z lat 1939–1946, Newton: Montgomeryshire 
Printing Co., 1949.

10  Keith Sword: Deportation and Exile: Poles in the Soviet Union, 1939–48, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
1999, 57.

11  Sword, Deportation, 66–68.
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evacuees were initially cared for by British and Polish humanitarian aid workers, the  
British Army, and the Red Cross. The health of the evacuees was stabilized to the point 
where they could be relocated to other refugee camps – especially Tehran, Ahvaz, and  
Isfahan. All able-bodied men and some women, 74,000 people in total, were first brought 
to Palestine with the Anders Army for military training and then used as the Second Polish 
Corps under British command, especially in the Italian campaign.12 For 37,000 civilians – 
including women, children, and men who were not fit for military service – the search for a 
place to live continued. The Iranian government only allowed them to stay temporarily, and 
the British feared that German troops would also take the war to Iran. The British govern-
ment went to great diplomatic lengths to move the Polish refugees to other countries. How-
ever, the United States, Canada, and several South American countries refused to take 
them or imposed financial demands that were impossible to meet. Still, in June 1942, an 
agreement was reached with British colonial governments in India and Africa to accept a 
limited number of Poles until the end of the war.13 Around 9,000 Poles were accepted in 
Palestine14 and nearly 4,500 in Lebanon.15 New Zealand16 and Mexico17 also took in Poles 
but in much smaller groups.

Polish Camps in Africa

In the summer of 1942, the Poles were brought on ships across the Persian Gulf and, from 
there, across the Arabian Sea to Africa via a transit camp set up by the British in Ahvaz.18 

From the port cities of Beira (Mozambique), Mombasa (Kenya), Tanga, or Dar-es-Salaam 
(Tanganyika), they were brought to the camps by train or truck. Camps were set up in  
six countries between the equator and the Cape of Good Hope for a total of over 19,000 
people.19 There were more than 5,000 kilometers between the northernmost camp,  
Masindi in Uganda, and the southernmost camp, Oudtshoorn in South Africa. The first  
settlements were built in Tanganyika (now Tanzania), Uganda, and Kenya in the spring of 
1942. In 1943, additional camps were established in Southern Rhodesia (today Zimbabwe) 

12 The Second Polish Corps fought in the battles for Bologna, Ancona, and Montecassino, among others. See 
Norman Davies: Trail of Hope: The Anders Army, an Odyssey Across Three Continents. London: Bloomsbury 
Publishing, 2016, 428–430.

13 Summary of the procedures in M. Massez, D.P. programmes officer Middle East, to A. Delierneux,  
Report, 07.11.1945, Item Repatriation of Displaced Persons from the Middle East Problems, unnumbered, S-1450- 
0000-0167-00001, United Nations Archives.

14 Dr. W. Langrod to Mr. J. Roger Carter, Poles in Palestine, 30.01.1946, unnumbered, S-1450-0000-0156-
00001, United Nations Archives. 

15 T.T. Waddington, Chief of Middle East Office, Repatriation Polish Refugees, 30.04.1946, unnumbered, 
S-1450-0000-0156-00001, United Nations Archives; Numerical schedule of Polish Refugees under the care of 
the Social Welfare Delegation in Beirut, 05.03.1946, unnumbered, S-1450-0000-0156-00001, United Nations 
Archives; Polish Refugees in Lebanon, 1946, unnumbered, S-1450-0000-0156-00001, United Nations Archives. 

16 Krystyna Skwarko: The Invited: The Story of 733 Polish Children who grew up in New Zealand, Millwood: 
s.n., 1974.

17 Richard C. Lukas: “Polish Refugees in Mexico: An Historical Footnote”, in The Polish Review, 22 (2),  
1977, 73–75.

18 Sword, Deportation, 85. In Ahvaz, the district where the Poles were housed is still called Campolo today, 
which refers to Camp Polonia. See Hamid Naficy: A Social History of Iranian Cinema. Volume 4: The Globalizing 
Era, 1984–2010, 33–34.

19  Krolikowski, Childhood, 85.
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and Northern Rhodesia (today Zambia). The camps varied greatly in size. The largest were  
Tengeru in Tanganyika and Masindi in Uganda, each with 4,000 residents, as well as Koja 
in Uganda, with 3,000 residents. 

A street in Camp Tengeru (Tanganyika) with Mount Meru in the background (1950)  | 

Polish Institute and Sikorski Museum – London, Kol. 18/14 

The smaller ones included Morogoro and Kondoa in Tanganyika, each with 400 residents, 
as well as Fort Jameson in Northern Rhodesia, with 160 people.20 Existing structures were 
often used for the smaller settlements. Camp Rongai (Kenya) was a former military airport,21 

Bwana M’Kubwa (Northern Rhodesia) was an abandoned mining settlement,22 and  
Morogoro (Tanganyika) was a former mission station that temporarily had served as a  
prison for Italian soldiers.23 However, other camps, including Tengeru in Tanganyika and 
Masindi in Uganda, were built from the ground up. 

The respective colonial governments were authorized by the British government in July  
1943 to establish the camps, set up the infrastructure, and provide the people with food 
and clothing for the remainder of the war.24 The Polish government-in-exile took charge of  
education, religion, culture, and sports.25 The administrative center for the camps was the  
 

20  Lingelbach, Edges, 38.

21  Ministry of Education, Committee for the Education of the Poles: Agreement Governing the Use of RAF 
Camp Rongai, 12.09.1944, ED 128/107, National Archives, Kew.

22  Julia Devlin: Deportation und Exil: Eine polnische Odyssee im Zweiten Weltkrieg, Berlin: Vergangenheits- 
verlag, 2014, 91.

23  Lingelbach, Edges, 30, 212.

24  Ibid., 33, 43.

25  Lynne Taylor: Polish Orphans of Tengeru: The Dramatic Story of Their Long Journey to Canada 1941–49, 
Toronto: Dundurn Press, 2009, 86–87.
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East African Relief and Refugee Administration (EARA) in Nairobi, which was under British 
control. This center handled finances, among other things.26

The ‘main street’ of Camp Kondoa in Tanganyika. Irena Bartkowiak-Drobek describes the 

buildings of the Polish settlement: “Barracks made of clay, roofs covered with banana leaves, 

no windows, only shutters” 27 | Polish Institute and Sikorski Museum – London, Kol. 174/4/8

Zdisława Wójcik, who came to Masindi (Uganda) as a young woman in 1943, described in 
1995 how the camps were established: “The Polish refugee camp of Masindi was located 
in Uganda, halfway between the northern shore of Lake Kioga and Lake Albert, through 
which the White Nile flows. The first director of the settlement, engineer Jerzy Skolimowski, 
planned it out and supervised its construction. The main street was laid out so that it ran 
in the direction of Warsaw. Masindi was the second largest Polish settlement in Africa (over 
3,000 residents). It consisted of several villages, each with a central plaza toward which 
led various streets lined with rectangular houses. Not only the roofs but also the walls  
of these two-room houses were made of straw or, more precisely, dry elephant grass. Near 
the plazas were located kitchens, water pumps, washrooms, and usually some object  
of importance to the life of the entire settlement, such as a community center, school,  
or store.”28

Most large camps were built according to this tried-and-tested method. They consisted  
of smaller sub-units, the so-called villages. A church, schools, administrative buildings, 
common rooms, and small businesses were put in central places. Tradespeople – such as 
bakers, tailors, weavers, butchers, and shoemakers – offered their services.

26 M. Massez to A. Delieurneux, 07.11.1945, Middle East Office. History, 2, unnumbered, S-1450-0000-0167-
00001, United Nations Archives.

27 Tadeusz Piotrowski (ed.): The Polish Deportees of World War II: Recollection of Removal to the Soviet Union 
and Dispersal Throughout the World, Jefferson: McFarland, 2004, 160.

28 Ibid., 143.
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The church of the small camp Kondoa (Tanganyika) was built by Italian missionaries | 

Polish Institute and Sikorski Museum – London, Kol. 174/4/12 

Farms were established outside the center. They grew vegetables and grain and bred  
cattle, pigs, and chickens. These undertakings were important not only to help meet their 
own demand for food and clothing but also to give people work. This gave the DPs not only 
a sense of independence from the Polish government-in-exile and aid organizations,  
but also of purpose.29

 
An active life with churches, cultural, musical, sporting activities, and scout troops  
developed in these settlements. Camp Tengeru was also home to a synagogue that housed  
37 Jews.30 Great emphasis was placed on education to be prepared for life after the war  
and to make the best of the situation in the meantime. In Camp Tengeru (Tanganyika), for 
example, 20 buildings were used for a multi-tier school system: elementary school,  
secondary school, grammar school, and vocational schools.31 They had to operate under 
difficult conditions as they lacked not only teachers but also books and materials.  
Kazimierz Sosnowski, who went to school in Tengeru, looked back in 1995: “I finished  
primary school in Tengeru and then went to mechanical school for three years when I was 
fifteen to eighteen years old. We learnt in very primitive conditions. There were not enough 
books for twenty-three boys. We had five books on mechanical subjects, three books for 
mathematics, and the teacher had to have one of these. One teacher was a qualified  
mechanic. There were two village blacksmiths, one qualified carpenter, one qualified  
 
 
 
 

29 Lingelbach, Edges, 33; Piotrowski, Deportees, 139.

30 Lingelbach, Edges, 33, footnote 132.

31 Ministry of Education on Education of the Poles, ED 128/100, National Archives, Kew.
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joinery maker, two well-qualified fitters. The workshop was very poorly equipped, so we  
had to make our own tools. We were the first group of boys, so we had to make everything, 
including our workshops.”32

This was a time of relief for the adults, but there was also uncertainty about the future. They 
were also concerned for relatives who were at the front and mourning for friends and  
family who had perished as a result of the oppression at the hands of the occupiers in  
Siberia or Central Asia or during the war.

After the War: Dissolution of the Camps

Part of cultural life in the Polish camps was to listen to the radio together in the common 
rooms. The camp residents regularly gathered around a multi-band radio to get the latest 
news, especially about the war. February 13, 1945, was a turning point; the British Broad-
casting Corporation (BBC) announced the results of the Yalta Conference. In February 1945, 
Churchill, Roosevelt, and Stalin met in Crimea to negotiate the postwar order in Europe. The 
dispute over Poland was one of the main issues at the conference. The Soviet Union was 
given the territory that they had occupied since 1939, with the western border being  
the so-called Curzon Line. This confirmed the Secret Additional Protocol of the  
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact for the Soviet Union. The so-called Lublin Committee, which was 
supported by the Soviets and was strongly communist, was recognized by the United States 
and Great Britain as the legitimate government. The residents at the camps in Africa felt 
anger, disappointment, and horror. Stefania Buczak-Zarzycka, who found out that the war 
was over by listening to the radio in Tengeru, remembered: “Thus around my homeland 
dropped the ‘Iron Curtain.’ For my family and most others, the dream of returning home  
to Poland, a dream to which we had pinned all of our hopes during our trek through the  
Soviet Union and the Middle East, was now shattered.”33 Returning to Poland now seemed 
difficult because the territory from which most of the displaced Poles in Africa came was 
lost as a result of the Yalta agreements. A return to a Soviet-dominated Poland was also  
inconceivable for many after they had already experienced Soviet oppression. Three months 
later, the war in Europe was over, and the question of ‘Where to?’ was more pressing than 
ever. Stefania Buczak-Zarzycka described the mood in the camps: “In spite of the ecsta- 
tic atmosphere, we grew more and more concerned for our future, and rumours  
began to fly around the camp. One of these rumours was that the Polish government-in- 
exile would purchase land in Africa. […] Representatives of the UNRRA and IRO came to 
visit us and expressed their concern for our future. They discussed the possibilities open 
to us. […] These visitors were followed closely by representatives of the Polish government 
in Warsaw who staged an open-air meeting, encouraging people to return to Poland  
because she sorely needed people for postwar reconstruction.”34

32  Maryon Allbrook and Helen Cattalini: The General Langfitt Story: Polish Refugees Recount Their  
Experiences of Exile, Dispersal and Resettlement, Canberra: Australian Govt. Pub. Service, 1995. Available at: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20130103115901/http://www.immi.gov.au/media/publications/refugee/langfitt. 
Last accessed: 07.05.2021. 

33  Piotrowski, Deportees, 153.

34  Ibid., 154.
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During the war, the Polish government-in-exile in London took care of the citizenship issues 
of the Polish DPs, but after the war was over, the Allies no longer recognized the govern-
ment-in-exile. The British government was initially responsible for the exiled Poles, followed 
by UNRRA and, after UNRRA’s dissolution, the successor organization, IRO.35

Immediately after the end of World War II, UNRRA started to initiate measures to prepare 
the Polish DPs for repatriation. The official Report to Congress on Operations of UNRRA 
from June 1945 stated, “[m]eanwhile, 30,000 Poles in Iranian, Indian, and East African 
camps […] were being registered as a preliminary step to repatriation.”36 However, the  
Poles deeply distrusted the Allies, by whom they felt betrayed, and UNRRA, which they  
considered a ‘stooge’ of the Allies, especially since the Soviet Union was also a member of 
UNRRA.37 News of the forced repatriation of Soviet nationals immediately after the end  
of the war had also reached the camps. This policy, which was decided at the Yalta  
Conference at the urging of the Soviets, caused great consternation among the Poles  
because their homeland in Eastern Poland was now part of the Soviet Union. What was 
worse, the new communist Polish government in Warsaw demanded in December 1945  
that the Poles be repatriated by UNRRA,38 but few were willing to return to Poland. They  
suspected UNRRA officials of being agents of the Soviet Union. Many refused to register 
with UNRRA altogether.39

Dr. W. Langrod, an UNRRA employee, reported the following after visiting Polish camps: 
“From a psychological point of view, the Polish displaced persons in the Middle East and Af-
rica are very difficult to handle. Their previous sufferings and the years of more or less ab-
normal conditions of their refugee life have left deep traces in their characters and  
reactions. They are excitable, suspicious, and subject to mass suggestion. The religious  
attitude in East African Polish settlements often takes forms of fanatism and bigotry. The 
DPs fear above all repatriation by compulsion. They mistrust UNRRA; an attempt to  
accomplish a preliminary registration in January 1945 in Africa was interrupted by an open, 
hysterical hostility against the Representative of UNRRA. […] The refugees have, therefore, 
to be handled with skill and tact.”40 

There was also increasing pressure from the host countries to close the camps. They had 
only agreed to accept the Polish deportees for the duration of the war. For many African 
countries, an extension was an unwelcome reminder of colonial dependence, and it put 
their sovereignty into question. India, which had taken in around 6,000 Poles in 1942, was 
particularly strict. After independence was gained in August 1947, the camps were quickly  
 

35  Dr. W. Langrod to Miss M.L. Gibbons, 16.10.1945, Middle East Repatriation Problems to be discussed  
with the chiefs of missions, 2, unnumbered, S-1450-0000-0167-00001, United Nations Archives.

36  Third Report to Congress on United States Participation in Operations of UNRRA, June 30, 1945,  
Washington: Congress, 1945, 19.

37  Peter Gatrell: The Making of the Modern Refugee, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013, 95. 

38  Taylor, Orphans, 102–103. 

39  Miss M. Massez to A. Delierneux, Report Middle East Office, Poles in Middle East, 07.11.1945, unnumbered, 
S-1450-0000-0167-00001, United Nations Archives.

40  Taylor, Orphans, 117.
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emptied. The people who were still there in early 1948 were brought from India to the  
African camps.41

UNRRA ceased operations in mid-1947. The successor organization, IRO, showed more  
flexibility; it ignored the absolute repatriation maxim and, in addition to voluntary repatri-
ation, pursued resettlement, which meant helping DPs emigrate to a new country or to  
settle in their current location (‘local integration’).42 

With the responsible bodies changing, the status of the Poles in Africa also changed.  
Strictly speaking, they were not refugees initially as they had not escaped persecution or 
war. They were deportees. After their transfer to Iran, British correspondence referred to 
them primarily as ‘evacuees’ but also as ‘soldiers’ and ‘civilians’ as the evacuation was  
subject to clear military interests. The term ‘deportees’ was avoided because they did  
not want to affront the Soviet allies. There was also propaganda going around saying that 
the Poles fled to Russia from the German occupiers, which made them refugees.43

From September 1944 onward, British correspondence referred to the Poles in Africa as 
DPs. From then on, the British government hoped that UNRRA would take over financial 
and administrative responsibility for the Polish camps. Initially, UNRRA’s mandate only  
covered those territories that had been liberated by the Allies. However, in September  
1944, UNRRA passed a resolution that expanded the mandate of the aid organization  
to now also support DPs who were not in the former occupied areas and who were not  
victims of the Nazis but were persecuted by the Soviet Union.44 

Putting up the Poles of the African camps in a third country was not always easy as many 
receiving countries had strict immigration criteria. Australia, for example, set clear age  
limits; single women over 40 years old and single men over 45 years old were not allowed 
into the country. Also, people who were physically frail stood no chance either because 
these countries primarily wanted men to perform agricultural and mining work, and  
women to take up care and housekeeping professions.45

Delegations from the traditional pro-immigration countries – Canada, the United States, 
and Australia – also visited the Polish DP camps in Africa on their tours through the DP 
camps. People had the opportunity to apply for entry, but the delegations decided who 

41 There were several Polish DP camps in India, of which Balachadi and Chela (Navanagar) and Valivade near 
Kolhapur were the most permanent. Camp Balachadi was set up for orphaned children by the Maharajas of 
Navanagar. Valivade, founded in June 1943, housed around 5,000 people. In addition, several transit camps 
existed in India, including Karachi, as a stopover for the Poles evacuated from Iran by land. See India – Polish 
Refugees, Appendix to Appreciation and Plan for the Care and Maintenance of Polish Refugees Numbering  
Approximately 10,000 Located in Persia and India. Indexed Extracts of Reports submitted by R.B. Durrant  
Special Representative UNRRA, 11.04.1945, sheet 7, sheet 31, S-1254-0000-0096-00001, United Nations  
Archives.

42 Peter Gatrell, Making, 90–91. 

43 One such example is the contemporary representation by Reuters – Gaumont British Newsreel:  
“Polish Refugees Flee Poland And Arrive In Refugee Camps In Iran (Persia)”, dated January 11, 1943. Available at: 
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/vlvaoo9zcq432y8pfpd2hszsx6j0-polish-refugees-flee-poland-and-arrive- 
in-refugee-camps-in-iran. Last accessed: 06.05.2021. See also Lingelbach, Edges, 70.

44 Taylor, Orphans, 93.

45 Allbrook/Cattalini, General Langfitt, chapter 6.
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would get a visa. This made many Poles feel like they were being “traded.”46 Many families 
were ripped apart because only younger and healthier members were granted visas, while 
older, sick, or otherwise unfit relatives had to stay behind. The selection process and  
emigration to the host countries were coordinated by the IRO Middle East and Africa office 
in Cairo under Maurice Lush.47

Britain was the main destination for Poles from the African camps. Two thirds of them  
emigrated there. Polish soldiers who had fought under British command and refused to  
return to a Soviet-ruled Poland were allowed to settle in Great Britain with their relatives. 
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill had already announced this step to the British  
Parliament during the war, and at the Potsdam Conference on July 18, 1945, he continued 
to advocate his position with Truman and Stalin, as he writes in his memoir Triumph and 
Tragedy: “There were about 30,000 Polish troops in Germany and a Polish Corps of three 
divisions in Italy in a highly excited state of mind and grave moral distress. This army,  
totalling [sic], from front to rear, more than 180,000 men, had fought with great bravery and 
good discipline, both in Germany and, on a larger scale, in Italy. There, they had suffered 
severe losses and had held their positions as steadfastly as any troops on the Italian front. 
The honour of His Majesty’s Government was thus involved. These troops had fought  
gallantly side by side with ours at a time when trained troops had been scarce. Many  
had died, and even if I had not given pledges in Parliament, we should wish to treat them 
honourably.”48

To make the transition from military to civilian life easier for soldiers, the Polish Resettle-
ment Corps was founded in 1946 as a unit of the British Army. This facilitated demobili- 
zation and social integration under military control. The Polish Resettlement Act of April 1, 
1947, also guaranteed the Poles extensive support in Great Britain, guaranteeing the right 
to accommodation, training, work, unemployment benefits, and a pension. The Polish  
Resettlement Act was the first legislation in Great Britain to specifically encourage mass 
immigration of a specific group of people uprooted by the war. This made it easier for  
the Poles to settle in.49 

Ex-military personnel were allowed to bring their family members, their dependents, with 
them. For this family reunification program, under the name Operation Polejump, the War 
Office, together with the Home Office, had defined 19 eligibility criteria or categories  
for the relocation of relatives. Under Operation Polejump, 9,400 people emigrated from  
Africa to Great Britain between November 1947 and November 1948.50 However, many  
of the Poles who lived in Africa did not meet the requirements.51 Widows and orphans of 
Polish soldiers who were not under British command were primarily affected, as well as 

46 Jurek Biegus: “Siberian Baby”. Available at: http://www.polishresettlementcampsintheuk.co.uk/stories/
biegus.htm. Last accessed: 06.05.2021.

47 A.J.M. Lush (ed.): A Life of Service: The Memoirs of Maurice Lush 1896–1990, London: Trinity, 1992,  
248–257. Also see the article by Akim Jah in this volume for more information on Lush, who subsequently  
became IRO’s Special Representative for the placement of European DPs in Pakistan.

48 Winston S. Churchill: Triumph and Tragedy, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1953, 652.

49 Agata Blaszczyk: “The resettlement of Polish refugees after the second world war”, in Forced Migration 
Review, 54, 2017, 71–73.

50 Roman Królikowski: “Operation Polejump”, in Zeszyty Historyczne, 14, 1968, 150–188, here 184–185. 

51 Królikowski, Polejump, 164. 
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families who were eligible to emigrate to the UK but who had family members who did not 
fit the bill, such as adult daughters whose husbands had gone missing during the war and 
who did not want to emigrate without them.52

The camps in Africa were gradually closed after the end of the war. The camps in Northern 
Rhodesia were closed in December 1948, the camps in Southern Rhodesia in April 1949. 
The remaining residents were transferred to other camps, but in the spring of 1949,  
four years after the end of the war, more than 5,000 Poles were still living in Uganda,  
Tanganyika, and Kenya.53

From 1948 onward, the IRO pressured the British government to expand the criteria for  
Operation Polejump or to include the remaining Poles under the Resettlement Act. In March 
1950, the Home Office in London prevailed in allowing the remaining ‘hard core’ cases to 
relocate.54 This had a direct impact on the Koja (Uganda) and Tengeru (Tanganyika) camps. 
These were the last two camps that still existed: Koja with 648 inhabitants, and Tengeru 
with 1,033.55 Their numbers quickly decreased within a year; in July 1951, only 152  
inhabitants remained in Koja.56 Keeping it running was no longer feasible, which is why  
all the remaining residents were relocated to Tengeru. The population of Camp Tengeru  
also decreased. It was officially closed as the last Polish camp in December 1951.57

The Poles left Africa through the nearest port cities. The residents of the camps in  
Southern and Northern Rhodesia mostly embarked in Cape Town or Durban, those from 
Kenya, Uganda, and Tanganyika in Beira, Dar-es-Salaam, or Mombasa. They were brought 
to Great Britain on the passenger ships of British shipping companies and troopships.

On August 12, 1950, 1,014 Polish DPs traveled on the steamship Dundalk Bay from  
Mombasa to Kingston upon Hull, England. The trip took three weeks. The British Red Cross 
and the Women’s Voluntary Service supported the authorities in receiving and caring  
for the DPs. Some stayed with friends or relatives, but most were taken to resettlement 
camps and hostels.58

In the immediate postwar period, the Polish resettlement camps played a major role in  
housing Polish ex-military and their relatives. Former military settlements or hospitals  
of the Royal Air Force or the Royal Army, where U.S. and Canadian troops were also  
stationed in the United Kingdom during the war or where prisoners of war were housed, 
were converted to accommodate demobilized soldiers and their families.59 In October 1946,  
 

52 Taylor, Orphans, 130.

53 Ibid., 128.

54 Ibid., 129; Lingelbach, Edges, 49. 

55 Zosia Biegus: “Passenger List SS Dundalk Bay”. Available at: http://www.polishresettlementcampsintheuk.
co.uk/passengerlist/koja.htm. Last accessed: 06.05.2021. 

56 Lingelbach, Edges, 58, footnote 159.

57 Ibid., 33, 36.

58 Biegus, “Passenger List”. 

59 Zosia and Jurek Biegus: Polish Resettlement Camps in England and Wales 1946–1969, Ashingdon:  
4edge, 2013, vii.
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there were 265 resettlement camps across Great Britain, which initially accommodated 
120,000 people.60 Their number almost doubled over the next three years as a result of  
family reunification. 

The Biegus Family

One of the families traveling from Mombasa to Hull on Dundalk Bay was the Biegus family. 
Their IRO support application is preserved in the Arolsen Archives.61 The application form 
is called the Care and Maintenance (CM/1) form because the DPs used it to apply for care 
and maintenance from the IRO. These forms were written in different versions, adapted  
to the requirements in different countries, occupation zones, and languages. The form that 
the Biegus family filled out is in Polish. It asked for the places of birth of the applicants  
and their relatives. It also asked about their last 12 years of residence as well as  
their reasons for relocation, their job, and how much money they made. Their schools,  
vocational training, language skills, desired country of emigration, and existing contacts 
there also had to be specified. What information does the Biegus family’s Care and  
Maintenance application provide? The applicant is Jadwiga Biegus, who was 38 years  
old at the time and applied for care and maintenance for herself, her two children,  
and her father. 

Jadwiga and Jan Biegus on their wedding day, September 19, 193662 | 

Private Collection Zosia and Jurek Biegus

60 Blaszczyk, Resettlement, 72.

61 CM/1 file Jadwiga Biegus, 3.2.1.6/81314760/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

62 Also available at: http://www.polishresettlementcampsintheuk.co.uk/stories/biegus.htm. 
Last accessed: 07.05.2021. 
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The birthplaces of the family are representative of the tumultuous history of the region, 
which had been integrated into the Danube Monarchy as the crown land of the Kingdom of 
Galicia and Lodomeria when Poland was broken up the first time. 

Jadwiga’s father, Józef Tuczek, was born in Milatyn Nowy in the Kamionka Strumiłowa  
district in 1878, which meant that he was Austrian. Jadwiga, born in 1910, was also born as 
an underling of the emperor of Austria. Her birthplace is Sambor, which became part of the 
Polish Lwów Voivodeship after the collapse of the Danube Monarchy and the establishment 
of the Second Polish Republic. Today the city is called Sambir, located in Lviv Oblast in 
Western Ukraine. Jadwiga’s daughter, Krystyna, was also born in Sambor in 1937 and her 
son, Jerzy, in October 1940 in Nagorny, Kazakhstan. 

Category 10 of the CM/1 form asks about places of residency during the last 12 years.  
Deportations, evacuations, and various DP camps are listed here in just a few lines:  
deported from Sambor to Kazakhstan in 1940, to Pahlevi and Tehran from 1942 to 1943,  
to Bwana M’Kubwa in 1944, to North Rhodesia, and then to the “Polish Camp – Lusaka.”63

Category 11 asks for employment and salary information for the past 12 years, the place of 
work, and the reasons for changing jobs. Jadwiga filled it out conscientiously: she and her 
daughter stayed with her husband in Tarnopol from 1936 to 1939, and from 1940 to 1942, 
they were in “Russia – Kazakhstan” and performed forced labor in the fields. The reason for 
the change in employment is “amnesty”. From 1942 to 1948, Jadwiga worked as a teacher 
in Ahvaz, Bwana, and Lusaka. She completed her training at the Sambor seminary in 1933 
with a diploma. She listed her sister and brother-in-law – Maria and Michał Łotecka in  
Hereford, England – as relatives abroad. An attached letter dated June 22nd, 1949, shows 
that Jadwiga’s sister Maria had lobbied for the Biegus family to leave for England.64

On August 12, 1950, the family embarked at Mombasa on Dundalk Bay. They reached Hull 
on September 1, 1950. The son of the Biegus family, Jurek, who was born in Kazakhstan, de-
scribed the history of his family on the website Polish resettlement camps in the UK in 
2005. This individual account gives life to the few facts contained in the questionnaire.  

“Kazakhstan in the autumn of 1940 was the last place where my mother wanted to be  
giving birth to me, her second child,”65 Jurek Biegus begins his story. His mother used to 
work as a teacher in Tarnopol, while his father had finished his military service and was 
working in a prison. As a reserve officer, he was called to join his regiment when the war 
broke out. After Poland surrendered, he went into hiding because as a military leader he 
may have been subject to persecution by the NKVD. Since she was now without her  
husband, the mother returned to her parents’ home in Sambor with her two-year-old  
daughter Krystyna probably around the end of 1939/the beginning of 1940. She continued 
teaching to support the family. She was questioned several times by the NKVD about her 
husband’s whereabouts and about her job as a teacher. In March 1940, she was dismissed 
from her teaching position because she was considered politically unfit.

63 CM/1 file Jadwiga Biegus, 3.2.1.6/81314758/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

64 Ibid.

65 Jurek Biegus: “Siberian Baby”. Available at: http://www.polishresettlementcampsintheuk.co.uk/stories/
biegus.htm. Last accessed: 07.05.2021.
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Shortly afterward, on April 13, 1940, the second wave of deportations began. Jadwiga  
Biegus, her little daughter, her parents, and her older sister were arrested, taken to the  
nearest train station, and deported to Kazakhstan in cattle wagons. Jurek’s father, Jan  
Biegus, then surrendered to the NKVD in the hope that he could stay with his family, but  
he was not deported. His fate remained unknown for a long time until the family found  
his name on the list of officers murdered in Katyń – one of 4,400 Polish soldiers who had 
fallen victim to the mass shootings of the NKVD in the spring of 1940. 

Jurek was born in Nagorny, Kazakhstan. The adults worked on a large agricultural collective 
farm for just a small amount of food in return. After receiving ‘amnesty,’ the family found 
their way to Uzbekistan in April 1942 to join the Polish army. The grandmother died of an  
infection shortly before the family was evacuated to Iran. Once in Tehran, the family could 
finally relax: “Persia was very welcoming. By the sea in Pahlavi, where we disembarked,  
a tented city had been set up. This was a transit area where we were registered, given  
papers, issued with clothes, and allocated to one of three camps on the outskirts of  
Teheran. Camp II, like the other camps, was under canvas but well supplied, food was  
plentiful, schools and field hospitals had been set up. Troops were being re-equipped, trained, 
and made ready for duty. Civilians began the long process of adjusting to a normality in 
which there was adequate food and even time to attend to their social and cultural needs. 
My mother particularly recalled a visit to the Shah’s palace gardens and walking through 
the shopping streets of Teheran, although there was still no money for any serious  
shopping, of course. There was still the reality of war. All the young and able-bodied were 
expected to join in the war effort, and my aunt joined the Women’s Auxiliary Service. This 
was a particular wrench because it was she who had been the main provider for our family. 
She was the one who bartered, traded, and stole the food that made the difference between 
perishing and surviving. Unable to have children herself, she made it her purpose that my 
sister and I survived where so many children did not.”66

66 Ibid.
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Jadwiga Biegus, Józef Tuczek (grandfather  qof Jurek Biegus), Marysia Łotecka 

(aunt), and the children, Jurek and Krystyna, in Tehran in 1943 | Private Collection 

Zosia and Jurek Biegus 67

67 Also available at ibid.
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Jadwiga Biegus, Jurek Biegus, Józef Tuczek and Krystyna Biegus in 

front of their hut in Lusaka | Private Collection Zosia and Jurek Biegus 68

The mother worked as a teacher in the school of the Polish camp on the outskirts of Tehran, 
and because teachers were scarce, she was allowed to choose whether she wanted to  
go to India or Africa with the family. Finally, they decided on Africa. So Jadwiga, her two  
children, and her father were driven by truck to Karachi, which was still part of India at  
the time, and from there, they traveled by ship to East Africa. The last step took them by 
train to Bwana M’Kubwa in Northern Rhodesia, but she only stayed for a few months  
because she was supposed to teach in Lusaka. 

Camp Lusaka closed in 1950. A government commission from Warsaw came to the camp 
and campaigned for repatriation, albeit not very successfully. Additional delegations showed 
up later on: “The Americans came next – followed by the Canadians, Australians, and New 
Zealanders – to take their pick of the humanity on offer. In that particular market, my  
mother – young, intelligent, educated, with two young children who would grow up to be 
fine citizens of their country – was inundated with offers, but there was a catch. My  
grandfather was old and might become a burden on the host country, so the offers were  

68 Also available at ibid.
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always in these terms: you and the children can come straight away, and in a couple of years’ 
time, you will have settled in and earned enough to bring your father across from wherever 
he might be at the time. To my mother’s eternal credit, she turned these offers down flat. 
We were the last to leave Lusaka […]. By this time, my mother was headmistress of  
the school and responsible for closing it down. She couldn’t bear to burn all the books,  
so we acquired our first proper possessions – a tea chest full of books. She was posted  
to a camp called Tengeru near Arusha in what is now Tanzania.”69

Tengeru was the camp for the remaining ‘hard core’ DPs, whom the British Home Office only 
allowed entry to Great Britain after the decision in March 1950. “By early 1950, only those 
that had been positively rejected by the three commissions or who, like my mother, would 
not accept the terms that were offered were left in the camp. That’s when the British  
commission arrived. It was different because I think they knew that leaving people in the 
middle of Africa wasn’t an option, and their main concern was to know if anyone had health 
problems, particularly infectious diseases like TB, and needed either treatment before  
sailing or special provision on arrival in England. In July, we travelled by rail from Arusha  
to Mombasa and then sailed on the Dundalk Bay to England, arriving in Hull on 2nd  
September 1950. After a few days in a transit camp near Hull, we travelled in a fleet of  
coaches to Springhill Lodges camp in the beautiful Cotswold countryside.”70

Jadwiga Biegus with her children Krystyna and Jurek 

and her father Józef Tuczek aboard the Dundalk Bay | 

Private Collection Zosia and Jurek Biegus.

69 Ibid.

70 Ibid.
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The Kaskow Family

The Kaskow family was also supposed to be on board the Dundalk Bay. They were among 
the Polish DPs from the dissolved camps in India. Jan Kaskow, the 26-year-old family man, 
applied for care and maintenance in India for himself, his wife Jadwiga, and their daughter 
Izabella, who was born in 1946 in the Polish Camp Valivade in India.71

The family wanted to settle down in England because Jadwiga’s brother lived there. Jan  
Kaskow came from the Galician Stanislawow (today’s Ukrainian Ivano-Frankivsk in the  
Subcarpathian region), Jadwiga from Tarnopol (today’s Ukrainian Ternopil). Both were  
deported in 1940. The CM/1 file merely states “Rosia,” which means Russia. A more exact 
location is not available. Evacuated to “Persia” with the Anders Army after 1942, they lived  
in Tehran until 1943 and were then taken to India via the land route to the Polish camp 
Valivade in the state of Maharashtra.72

The educational and professional information on the Care and Maintenance form shows 
that Jan was a student when he was deported. In Russia, he worked “in agriculture,”  
probably on a collective farm. In Tehran, he had a comparatively well-paid job as a delegate 
of the Polish Ministerstwo Wyznań Religijnych i Oświecenia Publicznego (MWRiOP), which 
was responsible for religion and education. In India, he worked as an accountant and as a 
teacher. The family tried to emigrate to England from August 1946 onward, where they had 
relatives. Jan Kaskow’s mother and two brothers as well as Jadwiga Kaskow’s mother  
and two married sisters lived in the south of England and Wales, some of them in Polish  
resettlement camps. It appears as though they relocated as DPs as well, but an initial  
request was denied because Jan’s brother-in-law was not able to fulfil the necessary  
guarantees. This was communicated to the family in July 1949 by the IRO.73 

After Camp Valivade was closed in 1948, the family was transferred to Camp Koja (Ugan-
da) in Africa. The application for resettlement was ultimately successful as Great Britain 
now also accepted ‘hard core’ cases under pressure from the IRO. The family was taken to 
the English Point staging center in Mombasa, where they embarked the Dundalk Bay on  
August 12, 1950. However, Jan, Jadwiga, and Izabella were removed from the passenger list 
because Jadwiga was pregnant.74 On September 19, 1950, twin daughters Maria Jadwiga 
and Barbara Maria were born in Mombasa. It was not until October 28, 1950, that  
the family boarded the Llangibby Castle to Tilbury in England, where they arrived on  
November 20, 1950.

 

71 CM/1 file Jan Kaskow, 3.2.1.6/81329326–81329330/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

72 Ibid.

73 Ibid.

74 Passenger list of SS Dundalk Bay, 24.08.1950, 3.1.3.2/81645851/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives. 
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Migration as a Negotiation Process

The CM/1 files in the Arolsen Archives are documents from an institution that provides  
politically or administratively relevant information from the point of view of the issuer. Thus, 
the information provided is inevitably selective and not very complex. Additional historical 
material must be used to complement the limited data.75

In the case of the deported Poles, this is generally possible thanks to excellent sources. 
Many Poles, including those of the subsequent generation, documented their experiences 
after the war, initially in print media76 and, with the availability of the internet, also in social 
media.77 As shown in the example of the Biegus family, the contents of the CM/1 files could 
be filled with numerous details and missing information added, but not everyone was able 
to or wanted to talk about the past. In addition, the first generation often stayed mum on 
their experiences.78 For the Kaskow family, the only information available is the data on  
the form. What else they experienced or what happened to them is anyone’s guess. For  
example, the trip that was planned for August 12, 1950, and subsequently canceled, raises 
various questions. The Kaskow couple must have known as early as the summer of 1950 
that Jadwiga was pregnant and presumably also that she was expecting twins. Why is the 
Kaskow family on a passenger list to England on August 12, 1950? The trip lasted three 
weeks, so there was a good chance that she would have given birth on board. Was this due 
to an one-size-fits-all implementation of the mass resettlement, overly bureaucratic  
handling of requirements from the IRO, or were the Kaskow couple so desperate and eager 
to get to England as quickly as possible that they kept their pregnancy secret and were fine 
with giving birth on board? In this case, the limited information is all that remains.

Refugees are not an immutable and faceless group. They are treated very differently and 
have a wide range of liberties depending upon the context. The CM/1 application files also 
document a complex negotiation process among several actors. On the one hand, we have 
the applying DPs on the micro level and the eligibility officers who process the applications 
on site or in London, and on the other hand, we have the UN organizations on the meso  
level and the Allies on the macro level. The employees of UNRRA and the IRO followed the 
normative requirements of the United Nations. With the political framework given by the 
conflict between the Eastern and Western systems, the practice of recognition also changed. 
DPs of Eastern European descent in particular became political pawns in the Cold War that 
followed. For example, many Polish DPs who opposed repatriation to Poland were con- 
sidered by the Western allies to be standing up against Communism, while the Soviet Union 

75 See Jochen Oltmer: “Migration aushandeln: Perspektiven aus der Historischen Migrationsforschung”,  
in Andreas Pott, Christoph Rass and Frank Wolff (eds.): Was ist ein Migrationsregime? / What is a Migration 
Regime?, Wiesbaden: Springer, 2018, 239–254. 

76 See, e.g., Wesley Adamczyk: When God Looked the Other Way: An Odyssey of War, Exile, and Redemp-
tion, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004; Esther Hautzig: The Endless Steppe: Growing up in Siberia,  
New York: HarperCollins, 1968; Wiesław Stypuła: We wsystkie świata strony: Kresy-Syberia-Indie-Świat, 
Warszawa: Efekt, 2007; Danuta Teczarowska: Deportation into the Unknown, Braunton: Merlin Books, 1985; 
Stefan Waydenfeld: The Ice Road: An Epic Journey from the Stalinist Labour Camps to Freedom, Edinburgh: 
Mainstream Publishing, 1999.

77  See, e.g., http://kresy-siberia.org/muzeum/?lang=en, Personal Stories. Available at http://www.polishre 
settlementcampsintheuk.co.uk/stories/your%20stories.htm. Last accessed: 06.05.2021.

78  Julia Devlin: “In Search of the Missing Narrative: Children of Polish Deportees in Great Britain”, in The 
International Journal of Information, Diversity, & Inclusion, 4 (2), 2020, 22–35.
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considered them enemies of the system. As a result, opinions differed vastly on who should 
be recognized as DPs and thus protected, depending on which political camp a person was 
in.79 This confirms that migration is subject to migration regime regulations, yet is also the 
result of complex negotiations among multiple actors. “Migration is not regulated; it is  
negotiated.” 80

A lot could be learned about these negotiations by examining the 706 Care and Main- 
tenance files in the Arolsen Archives that were created in connection with the resettlement 
of Polish DPs in Africa. What arguments did the DPs use to refuse repatriation? Why did 
they choose which country? How did they react if their wishes were not granted? How do 
events at the macro level (the worsening of conflict among systems) and the meso level (the 
restructuring of the international aid organization) affect individual fates? 

It would be useful to profile these ‘hard core’ cases who were repeatedly brushed aside by 
the aid organizations and receiving countries and therefore remained in the African camps. 
We could then track where they were born, what schooling they completed, and what  
activities they pursued during their time in the Soviet Union, Iran, India, and Africa. We may 
even find out why certain destinations were chosen for resettlement and others were not. 
It must also be noted that over 100 children who are registered in the CM/1 files were born 
in Africa and that their further life stories have not yet been researched. An examination of 
the files could also answer questions about who began relationships and started families 
in the camp. With the help of geographic information systems (GIS), life stories and migra-
tion processes could be illustrated based on empirical material. 

In addition, studies on Polish DPs in Africa have the potential to yield important informa-
tion for general research into (forced) migration by diversifying the common perception  
of DPs as victims of the Nazis or as refugees in occupied Germany as well as the common 
European perception of the ‘normal’ direction of exodus from south to north.

79  Michael R. Marrus: The Unwanted: European Refugees in the Twentieth Century, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1985, 340–341; Gatrell, Making, 96.

80  Christoph Rass and Frank Wolff: “What Is in a Migration Regime? Genealogical Approach and Methodo- 
logical Proposal”, in Pott/Rass/Wolff, Migration Regime, 19–64, here 21.
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On December 26, 1949, an aircraft left the Italian capital Rome heading for Karachi. On 
board were doctors, nurses, and their dependents, a total of 53 people from countries  
in Central and Eastern Europe who wanted to settle in Pakistan. Other well-educated  
medical professionals followed in August 1950, making their way to what was then the  
South Asian country’s capital, with Pakistan having gained its independence just three 
years before.

This article focuses on refugees from Central and Eastern Europe, who, in the years  
following the end of World War II, traveled to Pakistan as part of the Specialist Resettle-
ment Program by the International Refugee Organization (IRO). Prior to that, they were  
staying in Austria, Italy, and in Germany’s Western occupation zones, where they were  
registered as Displaced Persons (DPs).1

Although the IRO was primarily founded to support those who had previously been per- 
secuted by Nazi Germany, most of the people emigrating to Pakistan were refugees fleeing 
communist regimes to the West briefly before and in the years after the end of the war. They 
were considered eligible for assistance by the Western powers in view of the imminent  
Cold War and represented a specific group among those individuals looked after by Allied 
aid organizations after the end of World War II, who are often referred to simply as DPs.2

1 On the history of DPs and the IRO, see the introduction to this volume.

2 On the history of the term DP(s) and its distinction from the term refugee(s), see Christoph Rass: “Vom 
‘Displacement of Populations’ über ‘Displaced Persons’ zu ‘Internally Displaced Persons’. Überlegungen zur 
Geschichte einer Schlüsselkategorie der Gewaltmigration im 20. Jahrhundert”. Available at: 
https://nghm.hypotheses.org/2462. Last accessed: 06.05.2021. Although both the term refugee(s) and DP(s) 
were defined in the IRO charter, this distinction was not relevant to the resettlement programs (ibid). The two 
terms were also used inconsistently at the time. As a result, both terms are sometimes used in the sources to 
refer to the same group of people at the same time. To improve readability, the people relocated to Pakistan by 
the IRO are referred to as DPs in this text. 
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There are three dimensions to this article’s research interest: Firstly, the idea and practical 
application of the Specialist Resettlement Program, to which little attention has been paid 
within research so far, will be presented as a tool of the IRO. Pakistan is particularly well- 
suited as a case study for IRO emigration policy as it was actually one of the few countries 
outside Europe in which the IRO resettled a relatively large number of specialists. Second-
ly, it will be investigated what accepting European DPs meant for the newly created  
country of Pakistan. Thirdly, the ultimate failure of the Europeans’ emigration – most of 
whom left Pakistan just a few years later – will be discussed. 

The primary sources are mainly administrative files from the IRO, which are held by the 
French National Archives in Pierrefitte-sur-Seine, and personal documents, especially  
Care and Maintenance files, which are kept in the Arolsen Archives.3

The Specialist Resettlement Program 

In 1949, there were still several hundred thousand people who were recognized as DPs in 
Germany’s Western occupation zones, in Austria, and in Italy, and who could not or did not 
want to return to their country of origin. The IRO attempted to find receiving countries in 
need of workers, to which these individuals could emigrate.

The emigration was initially organized via two different schemes. With the first scheme, the 
IRO handled mass emigration for specific categories of immigrants: selection committees 
from the receiving countries came to Germany and Austria to select suitable people who 
met the specific requirements for workers or the quotas in the respective countries. The 
IRO then transported these individuals to the destination countries, usually by airplane  
or on specially hired ships.4 With the second program, the IRO supported DPs who had  
arranged their emigration with the help of welfare organizations or who were able to show 
they had sponsors in the destination countries. In this case, the IRO mainly took care of 
their transport to these countries.5

A third scheme was added in October 1949 and focused on those who had very low  
prospects of being resettled via the existing programs due to their professional background.6 

This involved 26,000 to 60,000 displaced intellectuals7 who did not fit under the  
conditions of mass emigration and who had no friends or relatives abroad who could  
sponsor them. In a brochure from 1948, the IRO describes their situation as follows:  

3 The spelling of names in the personal documents sometimes varies. They are stated as they appear in  
the sources.

4 International Refugee Organization: The Facts about Refugees, Geneva: IRO, 1948, 16 (henceforth: IRO, 
Facts); Internationale Flüchtlingsorganisation: Emigration aus Europa: Ein Bericht der Erfahrungen, Geneva: 
IRO, 1951, 22 (henceforth: IRO, Emigration).

5 Ibid.

6 IRO, Emigration, 23; Louise W. Holborn: The International Refugee Organization: A Specialized Agency of 
the United Nations. Its History and Work, 1946–1952, London/New York/Toronto: OUP, 1956, 303 (henceforth: 
Holborn, IRO).

7 While Cohen refers to 40,000 to 60,000 people, the IRO itself spoke of 26,000 in 1950. See Gerard  
Daniel Cohen: In War’s Wake: Europe’s Displaced Persons in the Postwar Order, Oxford: OUP, 2012, 114; Inter- 
national Refugee Organization: The Forgotten Elite: The Story of Refugee Specialists, Geneva: IRO, 1950, 3.
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“[L]awyers, doctors, journalists, engineers, teachers and others whose livelihood depends 
on intellectual processes present a perplexing problem.” Unlike refugees in trade pro- 
fessions, who perform their job in the same way all over the world and can easily adapt to 
a new environment, “intellectual qualifications” were considered a “handicap in their  
efforts to begin a new life.”8 There was usually no need for this “forgotten elite”, as they are 
referred to in the title of another IRO brochure,9 in the potential receiving countries.10 With 
the Specialist Resettlement Program,11 the IRO aimed to find suitable jobs for these peo-
ple, thus enabling them to emigrate. The focus here lay on countries that had recently been 
made independent and so needed highly educated citizens.12 

With this in mind, professional screening boards at the IRO conducted interviews with the 
DPs and verified their respective qualification based on available certificates and other 
documents or by means of an examination through the boards themselves.13 Based on these 
screenings, personal files were created containing recommendations concerning the  
candidate’s employment options and information about their language skills.14 Special  
Representatives of the IRO were then appointed to address governments and public and 
private organizations “in order to find individual opportunities for resettlement.”15 The next 
steps are described in detail in one of the aforementioned IRO brochures: “Once the first 
few hundred files were compiled, emissaries were sent all over the world to find employers 
or sponsors for these candidates.”16 The files were also forwarded to the representatives 
of interested countries, who then looked for suitable jobs there. In the countries that were 
willing to accept specialists, the local IRO representative or agents were commissioned 
with handling the local management and providing support to the emigrants. The search 
was coordinated by the Resettlement Placement Service led by H.A. Citroen at the IRO 
headquarters in Geneva.17

Those concerned also included a large number of doctors and other medical personnel. The 
IRO developed a “special screening and identification procedure” for DPs in these  
medical professions, which were considered particularly difficult to place.18 This included 

 8 IRO, Facts, 17. See also Holborn, IRO, 302; IRO, Emigration, 23. 

 9 IRO, Elite.

10 See Cohen, War’s Wake, 113.

11 Within the IRO there was no official name for the program, often only the goal and measures were  
described, or it was just called the ‘resettlement of specialists’.

12 A.J.M. Lush (ed.): A Life of Service: The Memoirs of Maurice Lush 1896–1990, London: Trinity 1992, 266.

13 Holborn, IRO, 304.

14 IRO, Emigration, 39; see also Holborn, IRO, 275, 303 and 428–429. For the composition and work of the 
boards, see Holborn, IRO, 394.

15 Holborn, IRO, 303. See also Activities of IRO in Relation to Asia and the Far East, 07.02.1950, AJ/43/645,  
Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

16 IRO, Emigration, 39 (translation by the author).

17 Holborn, IRO, 428–429; IRO, Emigration, 39. The designations of the Resettlement Placement Service 
vary; the questionnaires from the CM/1 files refer to the Specialist Resettlement Service and Lush some-
times calls the department just the Placement Resettlement Division (IRO to Alington, 14.03.1950, AJ/43/645,  
Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine).

18 Holborn, IRO, 304. On the screening process, see ibid. See also Press Release IRO Austria, 16.12.1949, 
AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine. See also International Refugee Organization (ed.):  
Occupational Skills of Refugees/Professions des Réfugiés, Geneva: IRO, 1948, 8.
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an interview by a screening board consisting of expert doctors and the evaluation of  
certificates and other documents. Following this, in addition to personal files, a medical 
register was printed listing the names and qualifications of 4,320 doctors, who all came 
from countries in Central and Eastern Europe.19 

The IRO then called on governments around the world to enable immigration for doctors 
and to name the conditions under which they could practice their profession in their  
country. The response to this, and to the Specialist Program as a whole, was nevertheless 
quite muted. Louise Holborn, author of the 1956 publication The International Refugee  
Organization, states as a reason that “the various national laws governing registration and 
the right to practice in a community restrict such privileges to graduates of recognized 
schools.”20 Besides Norway, which was willing to accept dentists, and the US Pacific  
Islands, there was only Pakistan that sent a positive response with a “scheme for Army med-
ical officers.”21

Pakistan after Independence

Pakistan was founded on August 14, 1947, in the context of the partition of British India. 
While the largest part of the former colony became the new independent Republic of  
India (Bhārat), which had a Hindu majority, the western provinces and East Bengal came 
together to form Pakistan. West Pakistan and East Pakistan were thus around 1,600  
kilometers (1000 miles) apart. West Pakistan was home to the seaport of Karachi, which 
was also the capital until 1958, and Rawalpindi with the General Headquarters of the  
Pakistan Army. East Pakistan, which was identical to the then province of East Bengal,  
separated from Pakistan in 1971 to become Bangladesh.22 In 1947, the new country con- 
sidered itself to be a Muslim state with a Muslim majority and thus the home of Indian Mus-
lims. The partition, whose border demarcation had been announced only a few weeks  
prior to independence, led to a refugee crisis: millions of Muslims attempted to emigrate to 
Pakistan, while millions of Hindus and Sikhs fled from there to India. The total number of 
refugees is estimated to have been 12 to 20 million.23 This was accompanied by pogrom-like 

19 International Refugee Organisation [sic]: Displaced Persons Professional Medical Register, Geneva, n.d. 
(henceforth: IRO, Medical Register). A copy of this register can be found in the online library of the Arolsen 
Archives. Available at: https://digital-library.arolsen-archives.org/content/pageview/7262669. Last accessed: 
06.05.2021. See also Holborn, IRO, 427.

20 Ibid., 304.

21 Ibid. 

22 The independence of Bangladesh from Pakistan was accompanied by massive violence on the part of the 
Pakistani military, with millions of people fleeing. See also the analysis by Christian Gerlach: Extrem gewalt- 
tätige Gesellschaften: Massengewalt im 20. Jahrhundert, Munich: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 2011, 165–237.

23 Jorge Scholz: Der Pakistan-Komplex: Ein Land zwischen Niedergang und Nuklearwaffen, Munich/Zurich: 
Pendo, 2008, 100.
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mass killings, in which up to two million people died.24 Even years after partition, up to  
seven million refugees who had come to Pakistan from India had not yet integrated.25

The new state of Pakistan not only had to struggle with the consequences of partition, which 
also included the exodus of highly educated Hindus to India, but also had to establish state 
institutions from scratch. There was a deficiency of manpower in many areas, and a par- 
ticular lack of experienced administrators.26 An article in the American journal Life from 
1948 illustrates the explosive situation in which the country found itself: “Of the approx. 70 
million Pakistanis more than 80 % are farmers, a very few are wealthy landlords and the rest 
are shopkeepers and artisans. Nearly all of Pakistan’s financial and professional men are 
among the approximately four million Hindus who fled to India. From India Pakistan got 
about six million impoverished Moslem peasants, who for the most part, left their agri- 
cultural implements behind. In return for freedom, Pakistan has huge transient camps full 
of landless farmers and an almost complete lack of skilled technicians of businessmen.”27

Against this backdrop, Pakistan desperately sought skilled workers, both for the civil and 
the military sector, and so reached out to the IRO. The Pakistani military played a key role 
both in making contact and later in accommodating the DPs. The military had emerged from 
the British-controlled Indian Army, which had fought alongside the Allies in World War II  
as an all-volunteer force with more than 2.5 million soldiers. Even in the first few years of 
independence, there were several hundred British officers in the Pakistan Army, which had 
a shortage of local experienced officers.28

Pakistan Looking for Specialists 

In September 1948, just over a year after independence and around a year before the  
program for the emigration of specialists was launched by the IRO, General Afzul Faruki, 
General Director of the Medical Service of the Pakistan Army, visited the IRO in Geneva and 
gathered information about the possible placement of DPs in Pakistan. In March 1949, he 
renewed his interest and announced that Pakistan was interested in hiring qualified  

24 With the aim of researching the history of the division and the effects on those involved, the Partition  
Archives project based at the University of California in Berkeley conducts interviews with partition sur- 
vivors and archives their stories. See also Murder, Rape and Shattered Families: 1947 Partition Archive Effort 
Underway. Available at: https://www.dawn.com/news/1169309. Last accessed: 06.05.2021. See ibid. for the 
difficulty in determining the exact number of killed and displaced persons in this conflict. For the character 
and dynamics of the massacre and its classification in genocide research, see Paul R. Brass: “The partition of 
India and Retributive Genocide in the Punjab, 1946–47: Means, Methods, and Purposes”, in Journal of Genocide 
Research, 5 (1), 2003, 71–101.

25 Chaudhri Muhammad Ali: The Emergence of Pakistan, Lahore: Research Society of Pakistan/University  
of the Punjab, 1983, 274.

26 Ibid., 247.

27 “Pakistan Struggles for Survival”, in Life Magazine, 05.01.1948, 16–18, here 18.

28 Amna Mahmood Sandhu: “The Royal Indian Army, Evolution & Organisation: ‘An Appraisal’”, in Margalla  
Papers, Vol XV, Issue II, 2011, 49–72; Rheinisches JournalistInnen Büro/Recherche International e.V. (ed.):  

“Unsere Opfer zählen nicht”: Die Dritte Welt im Zweiten Weltkrieg, Berlin/Hamburg: Assoziation A, 2005,  
261–267. See ibid. on the rejection of participation in the war by leading Indian politicians and (from 255  
onward) on Indian collaborators of Nazi Germany; Ali, Emergence, 247.
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doctors and nurses.29 Following a further meeting in April 1949, the East Bengali govern-
ment provided specifics about the desired specialists and requested detailed information 
on possible candidates in a letter to the IRO in May 1949: “We are in need […] of doctors, 
nurses and others. The professorial posts are meant for highly qualified doctors with ex- 
perience of teaching in colleges. […] In addition to the doctors we require at least 10  
nurses. It is better if full information on the following points is supplied about each can- 
didate: Present occupation, sex, original nationality, dependence, age, education, degrees, 
language spoken and understood and experience from the time of completing education-
al career.” The letter continues: “We are most anxious to avail ourselves of the oppor- 
tunity of employing these highly qualified displaced technical personnel. The idea is to keep 
them on probation, if employed for one year, and then if found satisfactory, to grant them 
Pakistan nationality. In the first year we are prepared to give them special consideration in 
view of their strange surroundings, but after they have been granted Pakistan nationality, 
they will receive no special consideration as they would be Pakistani Nationals.”30 A  
certain urgency can be identified in the correspondence from the East Bengali government, 
which was also expressed in the fact that, parallel to the IRO, Pakistan also sought spe- 
cialists from other international organizations as well as bilaterally in other countries,  
with the intention of them coming to the country on a permanent basis or for a certain  
period of time.31 

On June 4, 1949, the IRO approved the resettlement of specialists in Pakistan. At the same 
moment, it problematized the one-year period formulated by the East Bengali government 
for granting citizenship. It hence referred to the practice in other countries which guaran-
teed the immediate naturalization of the immigrants. This concern was partly based on wor-
ries about possible uncertainties surrounding residence status and the legal restrictions  
associated with this for those affected and their families. At the same time, the IRO itself 
had an interest in the emigrated DPs quickly becoming naturalized as it could only release 
a person from its mandate once they were firmly re-established.32

On July 22, 1949, the Health Division of the IRO finally sent the Pakistani Ministry of Health 
in Karachi a list of names for preselection.33 In the weeks that followed, Faruki visited  
various IRO locations in Germany and Austria and ultimately chose 50 professionals, who 
were offered resettlement in Pakistan and a job in the Army. These were general and  
specialist doctors as well as some nurses and midwives.34 

29 Extract from Letter by Faruki to Nikhil Sen, 23.03.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte- 
sur-Seine.

30 Government of East Bengal, Health and Local Self Government Department. Medical Branch to Director 
PCIRO, 06.05.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

31 Government of East Bengal, Health and Local Self Government Department. Medical Branch to Director 
PCIRO, 08.07.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

32 IRO to Faruki, 04.06.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

33 IRO Director of Health to Minister of Health Services Karachi, 22.07.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, 
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine. The Health Division of the IRO was initially the point of contact for the Pakistan govern-
ment (see also Lush, Memoirs, 270).

34 IRO to Faruki, 21.09.1949; Press Release IRO Austria, 16.12.1949; Activities of IRO in Relation to Asia and 
the far East, 07.02.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.
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When the selection process was already underway, discussions were held within the IRO 
regarding to what extent Pakistan would actually be a suitable receiving country and how 
specialists could be persuaded to emigrate there. Although the particularly precarious  
political situation that the country found itself in was taken into consideration, the IRO also 
wanted to take advantage of the opportunities offered there. This discrepancy and what 
this meant for communication with the DPs willing to emigrate becomes particularly clear 
in a letter from Citroen, the chief of the program, in November 1949: “Pakistan is in fact  
offering employment in the Army while the country is at present in a political situation which 
is delicate enough as regards its relation with its immediate neighbors and a refugee may 
therefore argue that enlisting in an Army which may any day be called upon to enter into  
action is not a reasonable offer of resettlement.” In the selection interviews, Citroen  
continued, possible emigrants should thus be made aware “that the offer is a good one 
which gives them a perhaps unique possibility to emigrate to a country where on disem- 
barkation, they can engage in their own profession.”35 The IRO, which had at this point  
generally not yet succeeded in resettling specialists via the third program, was anxious that 
the DPs who came into consideration actually accepted the offer. In the event of a re- 
jection, those concerned were to be informed that a similarly good opportunity for re- 
settlement was unlikely.36 Contradicting with this somewhat, Maurice Lush, who was in  
Pakistan in January 1950 as a Special Representative of the IRO and who will be discussed 
in more detail later, made on various occasion reference to the “hard life” that the “Euro-
pean refugee” could expect in Pakistan.37 In a letter to IRO Headquarters he wrote: “In truth 
anyone coming here in the next few years must come with the pioneering spirit, ready to 
undergo the hell of a lot of discomfort, to enjoy very few amenities and to work for the very 
existence for a new state which is by and large ready to forego anything to establish good 
government. I might be prejudiced, but the Moslem drive behind this new state looks to  
me good. But we must, we must [sic] warn our people who come out here of what con- 
ditions are likely to be at first.”38 In his memoirs, he later problematized the sense in  
sending further European refugees to the country in addition to the million workless,  
landless and penniless Indian refugees who were already there. Ultimately, according to 
Lush who was referring to the overall scheme, this signified “great compassion on the part 
of the receiving country and great courage on the part of the candidate.”39 

Biographical Backgrounds of the DPs

The first 23 doctors and nurses together with their families left Europe on December 26, 
1949, on the aforementioned flight from Rome to Karachi.40 Four doctors and two nurses 
came from DP camps in Austria and two nurses were recruited by the IRO in Italy, while the 
rest came from Germany’s Western zones. One family followed by ship from Genoa on  

35 Citroen, Director Resettlement Placing Service, to Individual Migration Frankfurt, Hohermuth, 02.11.1949, 
AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

36 Ibid.

37 Lush, Memoirs, 271.

38 IRO Geneva [Lush] to M. Citroen, 20.01.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

39 Lush, Memoirs, 266.

40 Nominal Roll of emigrants flying from Rome to Karachi on 26th December 1949, 3.1.3.2/81779162/ITS  
Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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January 19, 1950.41 A further three families with a total of eleven people also flew from Rome 
to Karachi on August 15, 1950. 

As a result, a total of 67 people, including accompanying family members, came to the South 
Asian country via the Pakistan Doctors Scheme, as the resettlement of medical specialists 
in Pakistan was known.42 They originally came from Yugoslavia, Russia, Belarus, Romania, 
Bulgaria, and Hungary, as well as from the three Baltic countries. One doctor originally came 
from Turkey and another was born in Tashkent, Uzbekistan. Some of the spouses accom-
panying them were German citizens.

Their professional background and vocational experiences differed just as greatly as the 
countries from which they came. Alongside distinguished doctors and researchers, there 
was also a multitude of relatively young doctors who had only recently completed their  
studies. In some cases, couples and families had come to Germany or Austria together; in 
others, they had only met each other shortly before leaving for Pakistan. Sometimes both 
married partners applied for the specialist program and sometimes only one of them, where-
by it was not always the men who were resettled and brought their families with them, but 
also women, who came with their dependents. The large number of children and other  
family members travelling with them is remarkable. Before they departed from Europe,  
almost all of the doctors and nurses worked for the IRO or for the Allied forces at a DP camp 
or hospital. 

The political context in which the doctors and nurses and their relatives fled their countries 
of origin or the reason why they found themselves as DPs differed significantly in some  
cases. The majority had fled from communism and had generally arrived in Germany, Austria  
or Italy in 1944 or 1945 or in the years that followed.

One of the most renowned doctors to emigrate was undoubtedly Alexander Szatmari, 41 
years old, a specialist in neurology and psychiatry and formerly a lecturer at the University 
of Budapest.43 The screening board described the doctor, who had published numerous 
scientific papers, as follows: “A neurologist with excellent training, 16 years experience  
in neurology and psychiatry and most profound knowledge in both these subjects.”44  
Together with his wife, who was born in Dresden and with whom he later emigrated to  
Pakistan, he arrived in Austria from Hungary in July 1948, due to unknown political reasons, 
and worked at the DP hospital in Salzburg as well as for the American Jewish Joint Distri-
bution Committee (AJDC), where he is presumed to have treated survivors of the Holocaust. 

41 Nominal Roll of Emigrants departing from Genoa on Star of Suez to Karachi on 19th January  1950, 
3.1.3.2/81728728/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; CM/1 file Imre Farkas, 3.2.1.4/80967162–80967167/
ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; list of UNRRA Team 264, 3.1.1.2/82021745/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen  
Archives.

42 As another nine came to Pakistan outside of the scheme, in total the IRO helped 78 DPs to emigrate to  
the country. This number results both from the evaluation of the CM/1 files in the Arolsen Archives and from 
Holborn’s account (IRO, 442).

43 Press Release by IRO Austria, 16.12.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

44 CM/1 file Alexander Szatmari, 3.2.1.4/81200574/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Szatmari, who spoke fluent English, was selected by the Pakistan Army to lead a psychiat-
ric service and “to organize the whole field of psychiatry in [the] country.”45 He was also to 
take up a professorship at a medical college that was set to be established.

Janina Jakŝeviĉienė (second on the left) with colleagues and patients outside the DP hospital in 

Kempten, Germany, approx. 1948 | Private Collection Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen 

Janina Jakŝeviĉienė (fourth person on the left) with colleagues outside the DP hospital 

in Kempten, Germany, c. 1948 | Private Collection Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen

45 Ibid.
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Janina Jakŝeviĉienė, born in 1913, had practiced as a pediatrician in Kaunas and Šiauliai and 
was, among other things, the chief doctor at a mother and child dispensary. She fled from 
the Red Army in July 1944; her husband had been a district prosecutor in independent  
Lithuania and feared persecution by the Soviets as a member of the Lithuanian intelli- 
gentsia. In Germany, she traveled to Wrocław (then Breslau), where she had an acquain-
tance, and gained work at a children’s hospital due to a shortage of doctors resulting from 
the war. She headed west to once again flee from the approaching Red Army and was  
eventually employed as a doctor again. After the war, she reached Kempten in the Allgäu 
region in southern Germany, where she worked at a DP hospital. Jakŝeviĉienė was accom-
panied by her husband and two daughters, the youngest of whom was born in Kempten  
in 1947.46

Alena Polesny, born in Prague in 1911, was a stomatologist. She worked at various hospitals 
before qualifying as a professor in 1941, then opening her own practice. She escaped her 
country of origin due to the political situation in Czechoslovakia: “On June, 9th, 1949,  
I crossed the Czech-German border and escaped to US-Zone because I was afraid for  
persecution from Cz.”47 Her mother, Marie Provazníková, had defected from the 1948  
London Olympics when president of the women’s divisions of both the Czechoslovak  
gymnastics organization and the International Gymnastics Federation, and coach of the  
gold medal winning Czech Olympic Team and in a leadership position in the Sokol move-
ment.48 She was in London in August 1948 and sailed to the USA at the end of the  
same year, where she was politically active against the communist government in Czecho-
slovakia,49 which Polesny cites as a reason why she fled: “I and my husband have been 
threatened by the police. […] I was obliged to escape from my home, where I left a large 
property.”50 Her husband, Karel, an ophthalmologist, also worked at various hospitals and 
published papers. They came to Germany with their three daughters, where they both worked 
as doctors at the DP camp in Murnau.

Those who fled from Central and Eastern Europe also included 28-year-old Hugo-Eizens 
Daugavietis, who was accompanied by his mother. In his application for assistance, he  
stated that he had been a doctor in the Latvian Legion, a formation of the Waffen-SS  

46 CM/1 file Janina Jakseviciene, 3.2.1.4/81018736/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; DP 2 cards of  
Janina Jakseviciene and Algirdas Jaksevicius, 3.1.1.1/67473555, 67473556, 67473557 and 67473558/ITS Digital 
Archive, Arolsen Archives; list from Kempten, 2.1.1.3/85931897/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; Regis- 
tration of Displaced persons and foreign workers not residing in camps, 2.1.1.2/70527318/ITS Digital Archive, 
Arolsen Archives; IRO, Medical Register, 155. Zoom interview with Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen, 01.04.2021; Janina 
Jakŝeviĉienė: “I bow my Head to your University”, in Dalia Stakė Anysas, Dalia Cidzikaitė and Laima Petrauskas 
Vanderstoep (eds.): We thought we’d be back soon. 18 Stories of Refugees, 1940–1944, s.l.: Aukso Žuvys, 2017, 
118–139.

47 CM/1 file Karel Polesny, 3.2.1.4/81136806/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives. Alena Polesny’s name  
after marriage initially was Polesna; later she dropped the female suffix, as it was common for women, who left 
Central and Eastern Europe, and adjusted it to Polesny.

48 New York Times, 19.01.1991; Peter Paul Dusek Jr.: Marie Provaznik. Her Life and Contributions to Physical 
Education. Dissertation submitted to the College of Health, University of Utha, August 1981, 382.

49 Wikipedia entry on Marie Provazníková. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marie_Provazníková. 
Last accessed: 06.05.2021.

50 CM/1 file Karel Polesny, 3.2.1.4/81136806/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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consisting of Latvians.51 Although this collaboration with the Germans should have excluded 
him from IRO support,52 he was nevertheless considered eligible. To what extend his  
membership was overlooked by the IRO or whether it was intentionally disregarded cannot 
be determined from the available source materials. And, with Gabor Nagi, who emigrated  
accompanying his nephew, the group also included a former high-ranking Hungarian  
official and supporter of the former Regent of Hungary Miklós Horthy.53

With a former forced laborer and a survivor of the Holocaust, the emigrants also included 
two victims of Nazi persecution. Ognjan Petroff, a 30-year-old doctor from Bulgaria, had 
been required to perform forced labor for the Ludwigshafen city administration from at least 
1943.54 Josef Fetzner emigrated with the Estonian doctor Camilla Fetzner, who came to  
Germany in September 1944 in connection with the fall of Tallinn to the Red Army and whom 
he had met at the Resettlement Center in Munich. Only fragments are known about Josef 
Fetzner’s background and his persecution in Nazi Germany. The merchant from Munich was 
sought by the Gestapo between 1937 and 1940 and incarcerated at the internment camp 
for Jews in Ferramonti di Tarsia, southern Italy, in May 1943. He returned to Munich after 
the end of the war.55

In a press release, the IRO in Austria celebrated the fact that the emigration of the first 
group in December 1949 marked the first time that specialists with high professional  
qualifications, who had previously had virtually no opportunity to be resettled in immigrant 
countries, had left Austria.56 There were also reports about the emigration of the doctors 
to Pakistan in the international press. The Tennessean published in the USA bemoaned the 
restrictive immigration requirements in the USA as there was also a shortage of “gifted and 
trained experts” there, too.57

Independently of the Doctors Scheme and the search for specialists by the Pakistani  
government, five further DPs, as well as four dependents, reached Pakistan from Europe 
with the help of the IRO between 1949 and 1951. These were comprised of a doctor, who 
had his own contacts in the country, an architect, and three translators, one being  
the 26-year-old Waldemar Kroders,58 who emigrated to Pakistan with the first group in  

51 CM/1 file Hugo-Eizens Daugavietis, 3.2.1.4/80947977/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; IRO, Medical 
Register, 24.

52 Holborn, IRO, 206–208.

53 CM/1 file Gabor Nagy, 3.2.1.4/81110312–81110314/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

54 Index card of Ognjan Petroff, 2.3.3.1/77755092/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; DP 2 cards of Ognjan 
Petroff, 3.1.1.1/68589488 and 68589489/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

55 DP 2 cards of Camila Fetzner-Uustalu and Josef Fetzner, 3.1.1.1/67038557 and 67038560/ITS Digital  
Archive, Arolsen Archives; Identity card of Camila Fetzner-Uustalu, 3.1.1.1/67038559/ITS Digital Archive,  
Arolsen Archives; CM/1 file Josef Fetzner, 3.2.1.1/79081562–79081563/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives;  
Index card from Gestapo Koblenz on Josef Fetzner, 1.2.3.3/12446380/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; Index 
card of the Italian Red Cross on Josef Fetzner, 1.1.14.6/116814392/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; Expanded  
registration information, Stadtarchiv München, dated 03.02.2021; Index cards for Josef Fetzner/Camilla 
Fetzner, 24.04.1949, American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee New York; Jewish Displaced Persons and 
Refugee Cards, 1943–1959, accessed at Ancestry.com. Last accessed: 22.02.2021.

56 Press Release IRO Austria, 16.12.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

57 The Tennessean, 02.01.1950, 4.

58 He is not included in the above figure of 53 people who were on board the plane, leaving Rome on 26.12.1949, 
because he was not a medical specialist.
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December 1949. He was born in Riga and was a Latvian citizen. The IRO was obviously  
unaware at the time, as shown by documents from the Arolsen Archives, that he was an 
‘ethnic German’, had fought in the Wehrmacht, and so, like Daugavietis, should have been 
denied assistance.59 In addition, Pakistan also became a destination for a DP from the  
Far East. Hussain Hozin, a Russian citizen belonging to the Turko-Tartar community, left 
the Chinese city of Tianjin on June 25, 1951 and reached Karachi via Hong Kong on July 14, 
1951.60

The DPs in Pakistan

“When we arrived in Pakistan on an SAS-Flight from Rome on August 16, 1950 at 10 o’clock 
at night, as an eleven year old what struck me was that everyone looked brown skinned”, 
recalls Zuzka Polesny Eggena, who came with her parents to Pakistan. “It was our father 
who later mentioned in his recorded memoirs the heat and humidity, and the smell of the 
fires from the encampments near the airport where the refugees from India were using buf-
falo dung as fuel. He also noted that these fires could be seen from the airplane.”61

The doctors and nurses and their families arrived in Karachi, where they stayed for some 
time before being distributed to various cities and their places of work. From March 1950, 
Peggy Alington, the wife of a British accountant, worked as an agent for the IRO in Karachi. 
Her job was to greet the DPs upon their arrival and represent their interests in Pakistan,  
inform the Pakistani government about the movements of the emigrants, and report to  
the IRO in Geneva. Alington also coordinated the further search for jobs for specialists in 
the country.62

59 Registration card for Waldemar Kroders, 2.2.2.1/73197213/ITS Digital Archive Arolsen Archives; DP 2 
card for Waldemar Kroders, 3.1.1.1/129801248/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; T/D file Waldemar Krod-
ers, 6.3.3.2/109695534/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; Nominal Roll of emigrants flying from Rome to  
Karachi on December 26, 1949, 3.1.3.2/81779162/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives. It is not possible to 
discuss the later whereabouts of this group of people here due to lack of space.

60 Individual migration monthly nominal roll month ending June 30, 1951, 3.1.3.2/81719087/ITS Digital  
Archive, Arolsen Archives; UNHCR Hongkong file concerning Hozin Hussain, 3.2.3.2/81581608/ITS Digital  
Archive, Arolsen Archives.

61 Zoom interview with Zuzka Polesny Eggena, 25.02.2021. 

62 IRO to Alington, 14.03.1950, and Lush to IRO, 14.03.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur- 
Seine; CM/1 file Vaclav Kalous, 3.2.1.4/81030015/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; CM/1 file Dschi-Yin 
Kwok, 3.2.1.4/81064336/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Part of the Pakistan Army Medical Corps in Peshawar with some of the European doctors 

and nurses. Middle row, 4th on the right: Alena Polesny; 5th on the right: Zoltan Levay, 

a general practitioner from Hungary; 6th on the right: Sigrun Paladi, a German-born physician; 

front row, far left: Karel Polesny, c. 1951 | Private Collection of the Polesny Family

As far as can be seen from the sources, all of the doctors and nurses worked for the  
Pakistan Army Medical Corps in the cities of Rawalpindi, Peshawar, Karachi, and  
presumably Lahore. The doctors wore uniforms and had military ranks. They exclusively 
worked in West Pakistan.63 The Army Medical Corps, which still exists, is a unit that is  
responsible for the medical care of the military and has several hospitals for this purpose 
in the country.64

Alena Polesny worked as a dentist in the rank of a captain and her husband Karel as an  
ophthalmologist in the rank of a major in Peshawar. The family lived in a bungalow in the 
cantonment. Their youngest daughter, Anna VA Polesny, recalls in 2021: “We had a good 
life there. We had a big house with servants and a big garden. […] They [her parents] had an 
incredible social [life] because they didn’t have to do any of the domestic things. They went 
riding in the morning, there were parties every night, it was lovely. […] We were very  
privileged.”65 The three daughters attended a boarding school in Murree in the Himalayas, 
 
 

63 The CM/1 files do not always indicate where the individual people worked. All of those for whom this can 
be ascertained worked for the Army. Lush (Memoirs, 270) mentions that all “European refugees” who came to 
Pakistan at the beginning of 1950 were accommodated in the Army. 

64 Wikipedia entry on Pakistan Army Medical Corps. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan_
Army_Medical_Corps. Last accessed: 06.05.2021.

65 Zoom interview with Anna VA Polesny, 01.04.2021.
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where there were also other children from the group of DPs.66 Like other doctors, the  
Polesnys also had private patients, whom they received at an adjacent home office  
in Peshawar. 

As a captain, Janina Jakŝeviĉienė practiced as a doctor at a hospital in Rawalpindi, where 
she was responsible for the family ward. Her husband, who found no use for his profession 
as a lawyer, did the accounts for a Catholic college.67 Their daughter, Jurate Jaksevicius 
Mohen, who was educated in Pakistan, went to a school run by Catholic nuns “down the 
road from the street from my family.” She remembers that the “servant boy would come on 
bicycle on lunch with tins to give lunch.”68 Janina Jakŝeviĉienė was later interviewed about 
her time in Pakistan when she was in the USA. Although she highlighted the friendships  
she made in Pakistan, she complained about the relative poverty in which she lived due to 
her low salary, despite the presence of servants.69

For some of the DPs, there is evidence that they actually accepted Pakistani citizenship,  
as was agreed between the IRO and the government;70 others retained their former citizen-
ship or stateless status.

Janina Jakŝeviĉienė (fourth on the right) and her husband Algirdas Jaksevicius 

(side profile on the right) socializing with colleagues of the Pakistani military in Rawalpindi, 

Pakistan, between 1952 and 1954 | Private Collection Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen 

66 Zoom interview with Anna VA Polesny, 22.02.2021. See Wikipedia entry on Convent of Jesus and  
Mary, Murree. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convent_of_Jesus_and_Mary,_Murree. Last accessed: 
06.05.2021.

67 Zoom interview with Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen, 01.04.2021; Jakŝeviĉienė, I Bow My Head, 137.

68 Zoom interview with Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen, 01.04.2021.

69 Jakŝeviĉienė, I Bow My Head, 137.

70 List of Out-Going Passengers, 22.10.1958, National Archives London, accessed at Ancestry.com. Last  
accessed: 22.02.2021.
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Janina Jakŝeviĉienė with her husband and children during a trip to the countryside in Pakistan, 

c. 1951 | Private Collection Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen 

Leaving Pakistan Again

“You will be delighted to hear that General Faruqi [sic] is very satisfied with his D.P. doctors 
and that at least four of them, whom I have met personally, are equally satisfied with  
their treatment by him which they ascribe to his personal qualities and not so much to the 
Pakistan Army or Government.”71 This letter from IRO representative Lush to Citroen  
on July 24, 1950 which appears at first glance to be positive, already expresses the dis- 
satisfaction among doctors and nurses of the first group, who had came to Pakistan in  
December 1949, with the conditions that they found on site. While there appears to be no 
doubt about Faruki’s personal commitment, the structural possibilities were clearly far  
below expectations. The Polesnys’ eldest daughter recalls: “It was the very nice Dr. Faruki 
who ‘promised them the moon’ but when they reported to the military in Peshawar even 
with his intervention it took well over two months to obtain the equipment that they need-
ed for work.”72

As early as April 1950, Szatmari stated that he was unable to see any prospects for himself 
in Pakistan. In complete disregard of the fact that it was unthinkable for Szatmari to return 
to Hungary, Faruki asked the IRO to return him to Europe in this case: “I am afraid that  
Doctor Szatmari does not feel that he has got enough scope for his specialty in this  
country besides the climate which does not suit him. He is requesting me to send him back 
to I.R.O. [sic]. Though I do not agree with him yet I feel that as he has become so much  
obsessed with the idea returning that he is psychologically morbid. […] I suggest that he 
should be returned under the clause of physical and mental unsuitability to settle in his 

71 Lush to Citroen, 24.07.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

72 Zoom interview with Zuzka Polesny Eggena, 25.02.2021.
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country.”73 Although the IRO initially suspected that there were also personal reasons for 
Szatmari’s desire to leave Pakistan, the lack of opportunities that Szatmari found in  
Pakistan was likely the decisive factor in his desire to leave the country. No funding had yet 
been agreed for the establishment of the planned psychiatric service, and the founding of 
the planned Medical College, where he was due to work as a professor, was not yet in sight. 
Szatmari had clearly been promised too much. The highly professional and also  
initially motivated scholar was not being challenged sufficiently: He “has become  
depressed to find himself in a strange [sic] country where there is no scope for his capa- 
city.”74 IRO representative Lush described the situation in less flattering terms: “Szatmary 
[sic] who, being a psycho-analyst himself and finding no one to psycho-analyse, is be- 
coming a psycho-analytical patient [himself] and should, in the opinion of all, including  
himself, be removed from Pakistan.”75 With the help of the Catholic Immigrant Aid Society, 
the IRO managed to find a place for him at a hospital in Saskatchewan, Canada, where he 
started to work as an intern, and to organize his emigration there.76

Three other doctors also asked the IRO for assistance in emigrating to the USA or Canada. 
They even named India as a possible alternative, on the assumption that the medical  
conditions there would be more advanced than in Pakistan.77 The two doctors Kuhbacher 
and Tolgyes gave as “their reasons for wishing to enter the United States or Canada that 
they are not able to employ their talents here [in Pakistan] because of lack of facilities and 
equipment.”78 In Kuhbacher’s case, the IRO expressed understanding of the situation, but 
also questioned the accuracy of the information he provided during the selection process: 

“In the case of Major Kuhbacher, who is Gynocologist [sic], there is little opportunity for him 
to practice his specialty since male Gynocologists are not generally used here[;] a fact well-
known to the Pakistani Military authorities, which raises the question, of whether he made 
clear his limited field when applying for service.”79 The IRO then ordered an internal inves-
tigation to clarify whether those concerned had been correctly informed in Germany about 
the conditions of their work.80 Kuhbacher finally left Pakistan in 1958. On October 22, 1958, 
he found himself, with a Pakistani passport, on a ship from Southampton in the United King-
dom to Montreal in Canada, from where he traveled to Ontario.81

73 CM/1 file Alexander Szatmari, 3.2.1.4/81200580/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

74 CM/1 file Alexander Szatmari, 3.2.1.4/81200603 and 81200610 (quotation: 81200610)/ITS Digital Archive, 
Arolsen Archives.

75 Notes on Visit to Punjab and North West Frontier Province, 24.07.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, 
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

76 CM/1 file Alexander Szatmari, 3.2.1.4/81200609, 81200612, 81200554, 81200581, 81200582, 81200613, 
81200631 and 81200649/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

77 CM/1 file Alexander Szatmari, 3.2.1.4/81200665/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

78 CM/1 file Ferenc Kuhbacher, 3.2.1.4/81060609/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

79 Ibid.

80 CM/1 file Ferenc Kuhbacher, 3.2.1.4/81060610/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

81 List Out-Going Passengers, 22.10.1958, National Archives London, accessed at Ancestry.com. Last  
accessed: 22.02.2021.
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Alena Polesny (center) at a reception in a private home in Peshawar, c. 1951 | 

Private Collection of the Polesny Family

The children of Alena and Karel Polesny: Zuzka Polesny Eggena, Magda Polesny Schay, 

and Anna VA Polesny in local Shalwar Kameez dresses, Peshawar, Pakistan, c. 1951 | 

Private Collection of the Polesny Family
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Alongside the structural problems within the military, there was also the fact that the  
prospect of permanently staying in Pakistan was not appealing for the doctors and nurses. 
This was a view shared by the IRO, despite contradicting the entire efforts of the program.82 
“We cannot really blame them for preferring a permanent future in the USA or Canada, to 
an uncertain life in the East,” said Alington.83 All of the DPs who came to Pakistan with  
the Doctors Scheme had actually named other countries as desired destinations in their 
application to the IRO in Europe and it is to be assumed that they sought alternative  
migration opportunities in parallel to preparing for their stay in Pakistan and during their 
time there. Anna VA Polesny is thus certain that her parents had viewed their stay in  
Pakistan as a transitional solution right from the start on their way to the USA to join  
Marie Provazníková, Alena’s mother. They had submitted visa applications at the DP camp 
in Germany, but had had to wait due to quotas. “We left Pakistan when we received visas 
for the USA, after a three year waiting period.” The whole family experienced their time in 
Pakistan as a “wonderful life, as an adventure” and the memory of it is still vivid in the  
family decades later, as was evident in their regular preparation of Pakistani dishes.84 The 
Polesny family left Pakistan in mid-1952 and settled on the East Coast of the USA, where 
the couple both worked as physicians. Alena Polesny died on November 26, 2007, at the 
age of 96. Her husband, Karel Polesny, died on January 18, 2009, at the age of 100.85

Janina Jakŝeviĉienė left Pakistan in 1955. “When we were leaving on the train,” said her 
daughter Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen in 2021, “hundreds of people came and put wreaths of 
flowers around her.”86 She reached the USA with her husband and her younger daughter  
in July 1955 and moved to Chicago, the city that she had also stated as her desired  
destination in her DP registration. There was a large Lithuanian community in the city and 
the family also had relatives there. According to Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen, the family’s aim 
had always been to move to the USA; Pakistan had only ever been intended as a temporary 
stop right from the beginning. Attempts to emigrate directly from Germany to the USA, as 
Jakŝeviĉienė said later, were unsuccessful as their older daughter was suffering from  
encephalitis and thus had not received a visa for the USA. From Pakistan, with the help of 
a Lithuanian priest in Rome, they were able to get permission for her emigration to Italy, 
where she was accepted at a social institution for people with disabilities in Rome.87

82 Notes on Visit to Punjab and North West Frontier Province, 24.07.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, 
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

83 CM/1 file Ferenc Kuhbacher, 3.2.1.4/81060608/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

84 Zoom interview with Anna VA Polesny, 22.02.2021.

85 Ibid.

86 Zoom interview with Jurate Jaksevicius Mohen, 01.04.2021.

87 Petition for Naturalization by Janina Jaksevicius, 10.01.1961; Arriving Passenger and Crew List, 21.07.1955, 
National Archives, Washington D.C.; Dataset Janina Jeksevicius, 14.03.2013; US Social Security Administration,  
Social Security Death Index, accessed at Ancestry.com. Last accessed: 22.02.2021; Zoom interview with  
Anna VA Polesny, 22.02.2021; Jakŝeviĉienė, I Bow My Head, 137–138.
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Letter of Gratitude for Karel Polesny by General Afzul Faruki, General Director of the 

Medical Service of the Pakistan Army, 1952 | Private Collection of the Polesny Family

The majority of the other families also emigrated from Pakistan to the USA or Canada  
between 1952 and 1959. This was possible due to a change in immigration policy, as well as 
because it had presumably become easier to find sponsors. In the USA, the quotas for  
accepting European refugees were significantly increased with the DP Act passed in 1948 
and amended in 1950; also, immigration quotas continued to exist even after the Act  
expired in 1951. However, the recruitment procedure was very complicated and DPs some-
times spent months in the ‘pipeline’ before it became possible for them to emigrate.88 The 
passages, which usually took place by ship via England, had to be paid for by the doctors 
and their families themselves; the IRO, whose mandate generally did not cover the financ-
ing of further travel, no longer existed after January 1952. As individual examples show,89  

 

88 Mark Wyman: DP: Europe’s Displaced Persons, 1945–1951, Philadelphia: Balch Institute Press, 1989, 195–200.

89 It is not possible to go into further detail at this point for reasons of space. 
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it can be assumed that the former DPs were not only able to practice their medical  
professions in the USA and Canada in the medium term, but were also naturalized.

Two of the former DPs emigrated to Australia and the United Kingdom respectively; the 
Fetzners returned to Germany. The trail of two families and a doctor goes cold in Pakistan, 
and the whereabouts of four of the nurses are also unclear. However, this does not mean 
that those concerned remained in the country, but that no sources are available to deter-
mine their whereabouts. 

Despite all of this, the IRO did not view the temporary accommodation of the doctors  
in Pakistan as a failure. Even in the letter stated above from July 24, 1950, Lush made this 
clear: “It is true, that one [of the doctors] has told him [Faruki] that he is making every  
effort to migrate to Australia, but that to my mind doesn’t matter tuppence because,  
by settling him in Pakistan, we have given him a much better jumping off place for future 
employment.”90

The Failure of Further Resettlements

Even during the preparations for emigration to Pakistan, the IRO began a systematic search 
for other resettlement options for specialists in South and Southeast Asia. With this in mind, 
the IRO sent the aforementioned former British diplomat Maurice Stanley Lush to the  
region as its Special Representative at the beginning of December 1949. Lush had been the 
chief of the IRO’s Middle East and Africa office until the dissolution of the IRO office in  
Cairo at the beginning of 1949. In Cairo he had worked on the resettlement of Polish DPs 
who had come to East Africa and the Middle East during the war. As Special Represen- 
tative, he was now responsible for resettling professionals not only in South Asia but also 
in East and South Africa and in the Middle East. His role in Asia was specifically to  
negotiate with state institutions, organizations, and individuals on further acceptance and 
emigration on the basis of the permanent resettlement of specialized DPs, not limited  
to the medical sector.91 In reference to Pakistan, Lush described his role as follows:  

“to acquaint Pakistan of the fact that there is in Europe a large number of experts in  
practically every art, science and profession who are now displaced persons; to discover 
the extent to which Pakistan is in need of experts; and to endeavor to provide, from the  
displaced persons in Europe, well qualified, experienced and English speaking experts to 
fill such vacancies as cannot be filled by nationals of Pakistan, and to obtain the agreement 
of the Pakistan Government to the employment of these displaced persons.”92 

90 Lush to Citroen, 24.07.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

91 Resettlement Placement Service to P.S. Lokanathan, 25.11.1949, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales,  
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; UNO to IRO, 13.12.1949, and IRO to Alington, 14.03.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales,  
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; Lush, Memoirs, especially 266. For Lush’s duties in relation to the resettlement of Polish 
DPs in East Africa, see the contribution by Julia Devlin in this volume, as well as Jochen Lingelbach: On the 
Edges of Whiteness: Polish Refugees in British Colonial Africa during and after the Second World War, New 
York/Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2020. I would like to thank Jochen Lingelbach for the original reference to Lush.

92 IRO Geneva [Lush] to M. Ismail, Ministry Economic Affairs, Government of Pakistan, January 1950, 
AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.
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At the beginning of 1950 and once again in July 1950, Lush visited numerous universities 
and departments of the central and provincial government in Pakistan, held a meeting with 
the Prime Minister, submitted dossiers on possible emigrants, and finally created a list of 
almost 200 vacant positions, half of which he assumed could be filled by DPs. According 
to this list, Pakistan in general had a shortage of teachers for economy, physics, chemistry, 
mechanical engineering, soil chemistry, and languages, and for elementary school  
teachers. Professors of engineering, botanists, and various technicians were sought in the 
province of Punjab. East Bengal was looking for university professors and continued to need 
doctors. For various locations, marine engineers, harbor masters, dredging engineers, and 
printing experts were needed, and the military reported a shortage of various engineers.  
Pakistan also showed an interest in professors visiting the country on a short-term basis 
and lecturing on technical questions such as irrigation, hydro-electric work, etc.93 Even  
in July 1950, the IRO assumed, “that there is every chance of the settlement of quite a  
number of people in this country.”94 

The many letters written by Lush, which were mainly sent to the IRO headquarters in  
Geneva, not only express his optimism that there were applicable positions in Pakistan, but 
also clearly show the pressure to find suitable prospects for the specialists and fill the  
vacant positions.95 In attempting to persuade the Pakistani side, he also drew links with the 
Indian refugees in Pakistan and called for empathy from the Pakistani authorities: “You will 
be aware, from your own experience of Moslem refugees from India, how anxious are these 
[sic] people to recover the dignity of work and to find a home.” He continued: “They would 
come to Pakistan, were they allowed, in the hope, that this country would be their per- 
manent home. I.R.O. [sic] would ask for them no special conditions, except, perhaps, that 
special consideration should be given to providing them with accommodation, for they will 
arrive without any resources whatsoever.”96 However, elsewhere, Lush relativized the  
comparison of refugees and questioned self-critically whether it was a good idea to add 
more refugees from Europe to the millions of refugees already in Pakistan.97 And the  
correspondence from the IRO repeatedly indicated that the resettlement of specialists in 
Pakistan was not a humanitarian action and Pakistan already had enough to do with the 
refugees who had fled India. Instead, the focus lay on mutual benefits, and Pakistan would 
be unable to find its urgently required experts so easily and affordably as from Europe and 
from among the DPs.98

93 Activities of IRO in Relation to Asia and the far East, 07.02.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales,  
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; IRO to Alington, 14.03.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; IRO  
Geneva [Lush] to M. Ismail, Ministry Economic Affairs, Government of Pakistan, January 1950, AJ/43/645,  
Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; Notes on Visit to Punjab and North West Frontier Province, 24.07.1950,  
AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Law and Labour, 
16.01.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

94 Lush to Citroen, 24.07.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

95 IRO Geneva [Lush] to M. Citroen, 20.01.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

96 IRO Geneva [Lush] to M. Ismail, Ministry Economic Affairs, Government of Pakistan, January 1950, 
AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

97 Lush, Memoirs, 271.

98 See the sources mentioned in the footnotes above.
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Despite Lush’s efforts, despite the existing need for specialists, and despite the generally 
positive response from the Pakistani authorities, the resettlement of other suitable  
specialists proved to be difficult. Over and over again, Lush made it clear to IRO head- 
quarters, which were sending the dossiers, that Pakistan wanted highly qualified – the  
highest-qualified – and older professionals with a good standing and long experience, and 
not semi-qualified persons or persons who had just finished their education. The country 
had plenty of its own young professionals who had recently completed their studies.99 Lush 
used a particularly drastic comparison to describe the shortage and what he viewed as a 
lack of qualification among the DPs whose dossiers had been sent, warning that this could 
have a negative influence on the future resettlement of DPs in the country: “It is very  
important to remember this [the qualification] and to select dossiers of really good men and 
women […]. The presentation of dossiers of second rate experts or of men without the  
necessary qualifications for the post offered, may do us a great deal of harm at the be- 
ginning. […] If my customer asks for the details of a Hoover carpet machine and you send 
me an example of a good brush and dustpan, he will not have great confidence in me.”100

What the IRO was offering ultimately did not correspond to the expectations on the  
Pakistani side, culminating in great disappointment. Despite Lush’s efforts to ‘sell’ the  
forgotten elite, the authorities were not impressed by the specialists, who were still in the 
DP camps in Europe, as they were considered under-qualified and it was assumed that “the 
cream of the DPs has been taken by USA and Western Europe.”101 The Pakistani side also 
viewed the lack of ability to speak fluent English as a further problem. People who  
only spoke little English should have been completely excluded from the resettlement  
proposals.102

However, there also appeared to be limited willingness among the DPs that remained in  
Europe to accept a job in Pakistan. The remuneration, which was considered too low, was 
also an obstacle in going to Pakistan, which somewhat conflicted with Pakistan’s desire to 
only hire the most highly qualified people. In February 1950, Lush informed the IRO in  
Geneva that it was difficult to find further DPs for Pakistan, particularly due to the lack of 
English skills.103 The resettlement of further DPs ultimately failed from both sides – partly 
due to the IRO, who had promised too much, and partly due to the Pakistani government, 
whose requirements were excessively high.

Even DPs who had already been accepted decided not to emigrate. In summer 1950,  
shortly before the second group departed – the formalities for entry had already been  

 99 Lush to Citroen, 12.02.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; IRO New Delhi to  
IRO Geneva, 12.02.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

100 IRO Geneva [Lush] to M. Citroen, 08.02.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine.

101 Lush to Citroen, Inter-Office Memorandum, 30.08.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte- 
sur-Seine.

102 Resettlement Placement Service to Lush, 03.03.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur- 
Seine; Resettlement Placement Service to Lush, 18.02.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur- 
Seine; IRO Beirut, Memorandum of Eastern Bengal, Pakistan, 24.07.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales,  
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; CM/1 file Alexander Szatmari, 3.2.1.4/81200580/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

103 IRO Geneva [Lush] to M. Citroen, 08.02.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine;  
Resettlement Placement Service to Lush, 18.02.1950 and 03.03.1950, AJ/43/645, Archives Nationales, Pierre-
fitte-sur-Seine.
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completed – one nurse and three doctors decided not to emigrate to Pakistan, instead  
accepting offers in the USA, Canada, and Venezuela respectively. Two of them had already 
spent several months waiting to travel to Pakistan and seized their chance when another 
emigration opportunity became available. The two others were in touch with doctors  
already in Pakistan, from whom they received discouraging reports about the situation in 
the country and decided against emigrating.104 Within the IRO, the last-minute cancel- 
lation led to discussions as to whether the Pakistan Doctors Scheme was actually still a 
reasonable offer for resettlement and to what extent the defaulting DPs should face  
sanctions. A letter from the chief of the Latin America and Asia Branch of the Resettlement 
Placement Service to Citroen expresses a certain degree of frustration concerning the 
placement of DPs in countries outside of North America: “Goodness knows it is difficult 
enough to bring about acceptances of refugees in most of the countries falling within the 
Latin America and Asia Branch without the additional hazard of knowing the refugees will 
accept only until such time as the US takes them in.”105 

Final Remarks

With the Pakistan Doctors Scheme, the IRO attempted to permanently resettle hard- 
to-place doctors and nurses in Pakistan as part of the Specialists Program. Pakistan  
was the first country to report a shortage of medical experts – even before the program  
existed – and ultimately accepted a relevant number of specialists. 

By October 6, 1950, the IRO in Asia only achieved a total of 216 employment offers for  
specialists, of which only 54 were accepted, in addition to 127 family members, who also 
emigrated. With a total of 67 people, Pakistan thus accepted just under half of all of the 
DPs placed in Asia with the Specialist Program, almost exclusively refugees from com- 
munist Central and Eastern Europe. 32 of these were specialists, including five nurses, with 
the remaining people being family members.106 The fact that this program also achieved  
little success overall is evident from the figures worldwide. Only 1,031 specialists with 1,966 
relatives had been placed worldwide on the specified key date, mostly in European  
countries.107 Compared to the 4,320 doctors listed in the medical register, those placed in 
Pakistan also appear to be little more than a drop in the ocean.108 Although the reasons for 
the modest outcome of the Specialists Program are varied, they are in no small part due to 
the qualifications of the candidates and the requirements of the receiving countries or their 

104  CM/1 file Indrikis Parups, 3.2.1.4/81128654 and 81128656/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; 
CM/1 file Stanislaw Sekunda, 3.2.1.4/81174531/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; CM/1 file John Halasz, 
3.2.1.4/80998268–80998269/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives; CM/1 file Egile Liepa, 3.2.1.4/81075707–
81075709/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

105  CM/1 file Stanislaw Sekunda, 3.2.1.4/81174531/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

106  Inquiries are still ongoing as to whether or to what extent some of those concerned were involved in war 
crimes and therefore had great interest in quickly leaving Europe behind. Due to the restricted access of the 
German Federal Archives during the COVID19 pandemic, it has not yet been possible to conduct this research.

107  Holborn, IRO, 310.

108  Research into the whereabouts of all of the people listed in the register could not only show where the  
individual people ultimately settled but also the extent to which the Pakistan Doctors Scheme offered  
advantages for the people who emigrated there. Investigations into the success (or failure) of the program in 
other countries, which are still needed today, could also make it possible to compare conditions.
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low interest. The lack of commitment from IRO in this area ultimately also contributed  
to the failure: Special Representative Lush was responsible for a huge area comprising Asia  
and Africa. The aim of using the program to “find far-reaching solutions for the future of its 
‘Forgotten Elite’”109 was not even remotely achieved.

The Specialist Resettlement Program was a laborious measure requiring “long and  
persistent efforts.”110 Unlike the other IRO programs, it was not the organization of mass 
emigration that was the challenge here but rather the search for individual prospects, which 
not only required complex planning but also involved many uncertainties. Not only did the 
respective person need to be selected and accepted by the receiving party but they also 
had to accept the offer themselves. The fact that none of the DPs considered Pakistan to 
be a desired destination, but instead viewed their stay there as an ‘emergency solution’ or 
temporary option, only served to complicate matters further. As the example of Szatmari 
shows, the IRO also intensively handled ‘problem cases’ across continents. Nevertheless, 
for the sample investigated here, the resettlement from Europe to Asia functioned  
well – until historical developments, i.e. the liberalization of immigration opportunities to  
Western countries, caught up.

Tablecloth, stitched by Alena Polesny, documenting the places 

that the family visited on their journey from Czechoslovakia to the US | 

Private Collection of the Polesny Family 

109  Holborn, IRO, 427.

110  IRO, Emigration, 40.
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All of the doctors and nurses, where known, left Pakistan again. Against this backdrop and 
in view of the lack of further resettlement successes, especially in the non-medical field, 
there can be no doubt that, even in the case of Pakistan, the permanent resettlement of 
specialists must be considered a failure. The IRO nevertheless sold the departure of the 
specialists from Pakistan as a success, as their opportunity for future employment had  
significantly improved due to their stay in Pakistan. And, as Holborn writes, the emigration 
via the Resettlement Placement Service program actually represented the only oppor- 
tunity for many of those concerned to change their situation in the DP camps in the short 
term and end their refugee status.111 The story of the European DPs in Pakistan thus also 
shows how long it sometimes took before they could finally settle and how their journey 
covered numerous continents. 

For the Pakistani government, which wanted to cater to its need for professionals, the hopes 
that it placed in the IRO were not fulfilled. As a result, reasons for the failure can also be 
found on the Pakistani side: besides infrastructural problems, the lack of preparation in  
order to fulfill the promised conditions, and the sometimes long processing time for  
visa applications, a further factor was also the high standard set by Pakistan leaders on 
possible migrants. The impression expressed in this regard that the best qualified were 
placed in Western countries and not in Pakistan is untenable, considering the high  
qualifications of the doctors who immigrated in 1949/50. A further reason for the failure 
lay in the lack of English skills among the DPs from Central and Eastern Europe, which  
 – rightly – was considered a prerequisite for practicing their profession in the country. This 
indicates a fundamental problem in placing highly specialized professionals in countries  
where other languages were spoken and therefore calls into question the idea behind  
the entire program. 

It is not possible to make generalizing statements about the integration of the Europeans 
in Pakistan. We know, however, that even families who left the country again later on were 
able to integrate very well. Settling may have been facilitated by the existing colonial infra-
structure, such as the Christian schools run by Europeans, as well as, despite deprivation 
in individual cases, the good quality of life in the city cantonments, far above the national 
average, which hardly conveys the discomfort referred to by Lush. Nonetheless, there  
was dissatisfaction concerning working conditions. The significant cultural and socio- 
economic differences and the intense heat, along with the constant threat of war with  
India, were further factors. For those who only left Pakistan some years later, the reason 
also seems to have been their long-term goal to emigrate to North America, where they  
often had relatives or members of the same community. The stay in Pakistan was conse-
quently not a viable long-term solution for any of those concerned.

The choice of Pakistan as a destination country for migration from Europe appears remark-
able not only from the current perspective. The ‘developing country’ of Pakistan, which had 
only recently obtained its independence, was viewed as a realistic emigration destination, 
although the IRO, which was under pressure to organize the emigration of as many DPs as 
possible as quickly as possible – and thus also exerted soft pressure on the DPs to accept 
the offers –, had no illusions whatsoever about the economic and political situation there. 
The willingness – following initial hesitation – to permanently accept and naturalize  

111  Holborn, IRO, 429.
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European refugees, however, shows the openness of Pakistan at that time, in contrast to 
India and what was then known as Ceylon. However, the reception of anti-communist  
refugees may come as little surprise considering Pakistan’s (envisaged) alignment with the 
USA and its anti-communist and anti-Soviet self-image.112 The acceptance of European 
refugees in a country that itself had millions of non-integrated refugees – but who were 
poorly educated and outside the mandate of the IRO – also appears remarkable. This was 
also acknowledged (self-critically) by the IRO, although the nexus of European DPs or  
refugees on the one side and the refugee movements in South Asia resulting indirectly from 
World War II on the other side appeared to be no issue within the IRO, even in view of the 
mandate of international aid organizations. And finally, the “problem of refugees”, as it  
was viewed by the IRO and the United Nations, “pertained first and foremost to the  
complex situation of dislocated Eastern Europeans, even if forced displacement occurred 
in other parts of the world.”113

The naturalization of (Christian) Europeans appears, from today’s perspective in which a 
national minority such as the Ahmadiyyas are deprived of their civic rights and their  
legitimate belonging to Pakistan is constantly called into question, even by official  
parties,114 astounding, but ultimately reflects the development of the country from the  
secular understanding of the state by the country’s founder Jinnah towards increasing  
Islamization.

The actual contribution that the DPs made towards nation-building in Pakistan is, how- 
ever, difficult to ascertain; further research would be necessary here, including a com- 
parison with other Europeans who had lived in the country during the decolonization phase, 
and considering how – ultimately – temporary international work assignment served or 
could serve as an example.115 On the surface, the placement of the DPs in Pakistan tends 
to have more in common with programs within international development cooperation rath-
er than with the other IRO resettlement programs due to its limited duration. 

112  Tilak Devasher: Pakistan: Courting the Abyss, Noida: HarperCollins, 2016, 348; Tariq Ali: Pakistan: Mili-
tary Rule or People’s Power, New York: William Morrow, 1970; M. Raziullah Azmi: “Introduction”, in M. Raziullah  
Azmi (ed.): Pakistan-American Relations: The Recent Past, Karachi: Royal Book, 1994, 1–10, here 3.

113  Cohen, War’s Wake, 13.

114  Siobhain McDonagh: Why do Ahmadis Muslims in Pakistan not Have a Vote? Available at: https://www.
ids.ac.uk/opinions/why-do-ahmadis-muslims-in-pakistan-not-have-a-vote/. Last accessed: 06.05.2021.

115  Pakistani sources, especially from the Army, which, despite efforts, were not available when writing the 
present text, would need to be taken into account here.
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Two developments that shaped the history of Pakistan can ultimately be seen in the  
reception of the DPs: the preference given to West Pakistan over the economically and  
politically disadvantaged East Bengal, and the dominance of the military. The first  
ultimately led to the independence of Bangladesh.116 The military, which was already  
dominant when the country was founded,117 developed over the following decades not only 
into a central political player but, as Ayesha Siddiqa presented in her study “Military Inc.”, 
also became a comprehensive economic power within the country.118 Today, the military is 
seen as a synonym for the lack of democratization and partially for support for Islamic  
terrorism in the country. 

The letters and memoirs of Lush and the optimistic and positive view of Pakistan expressed 
in them, however, represent historical documents on the perception of the country in the 
first few years after it was founded. They are not yet aware of the political crises that would 
shape the country, at the latest following the assassination of Prime Minister Liaquat  
Ali Khan in October 1951.

116  Gerlach, Gesellschaften, 165–237.

117  Tariq Ali: Pakistan: Ein Staat zwischen Diktatur und Korruption, Bonn: Diederichs, 2008, 62.

118  Ayesha Siddiqa: Military Inc.: Inside Pakistan’s Military Economy, London/Ann Arbour, MI: Pluto Press, 2007.
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Documents 
from    the  
Arolsen  
Archives

The following documents from the Arolsen Archives provide an insight into the registration, 
application for care and maintenance, and resettlement process of DPs in the post-war  
period. All were mentioned in the previous articles and refer directly to the DPs in Africa and 
Pakistan. If you are interested in learning more about the original context of the documents, 
we recommend our e-Guide: https://eguide.arolsen-archives.org/en
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Document  1

Application (CM/1) for IRO assistance, submitted by Jadwiga Biegus, 
3.2.1.6/81314758/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Document  2

Letter from Trudy Clarfelt, IRO London, to Maria Lotecka, 22.6.1949, CM/1 file  
Jadwiga Biegus, 3.2.1./81314758/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

With this kind of letters, the resettlement of the Polish DPs from Africa to  
Great Britain was prepared.
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Document  3

Application (CM/1) for IRO assistance, submitted by Jan Kaskow, 
3.2.1.6/81329327/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Document  4

Letter from Trudy Clarfelt, IRO London, to IRO Kampala, 28.7.1949, CM/1 file  
Jan Kaskow, 3.2.1.6/81329328/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.

With this letter the IRO informed its office in Kampala that the initial request  
for relocation of the Kaskow family was denied.
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Document  5

Extract from a passenger list for refugees from Kojka Camp in Uganda, n.d., 
3.1.3.2/81645845 and 81645851/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Document  6

Extract from the Nominal Roll of Emigrants flying from Rome to Karachi  
on 26th December 1949 with the names and the professions of the  
first specialists, doctors and nurses leaving for Pakistan, 3.1.3.2 /81779161  
and 81779162/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Document  7

DP 2 card issued on 06.10.1945 to Janina Jakŝeviĉienė, residing in the  
D.P. Hospital Kempten, desired destination: “Chicago, USA”, 3.1.1.1/67473556/
ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Document  8

Extract of the CM/1-file (application for IRO assistance) on Janina  
Jakŝeviĉienė, with the note “accepted by Pakistan”, and confirmation remark, 
3.2.1.4/81018737/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Document  9

Curriculum Vitae of Alena Polesna (Polesny), compiled in the DP camp Murnau 
on 14.12.1949, and translation of the title award certificate “dentist  
physician specialist” from 7.1.1941. Both documents are contained in the  
CM/1 file (application for IRO assistance) on Karl Alena Polesny and were part of 
the basis for the selection of placement to Pakistan, 3.2.1.4 / 81136806  
and 81136810/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Documents 10-12

Recommendation for Employment of Alexander Szatmari.

Letter from the IRO Resettlement Placement Service to the IRO Office in Vienna 
dated 27.4.1950 regarding the situation of the specialists placed in Pakistan.

Letter from the Pakistan Army General Medical Service to IRO Resettlement  
Placement Service dated 30.5.1950 regarding resettlement of Alexander  
Szatmari from Pakistan.

All three documents are contained in the CM/1 file (application for  
IRO assistance) on Alexander Szatmari, 3.2.1.4/81200553, 81200582 and 
81200594/ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives.
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Between 1947 and 1951, the International Refugee Organization (IRO) took care of millions 
of Displaced Persons and refugees. In the aftermath of Nazi persecution and World War II 
in general, they were stranded in the western zones of occupied Germany, Austria, and Italy. 
Because some of them did not want to return to their countries of origin, the IRO arranged 
for the worldwide resettlement of these individuals to countries that were willing to accept 
them. However, the IRO was not only active in Europe – a fact that is often overlooked. 
Based on documents kept in the Arolsen Archives, the world’s largest collection on the 
victims of Nazi persecution, this publication focuses on the activities of the IRO in Africa 
and Asia. It deals with the accommodation of several thousand Polish DPs in East African 
countries, who had originally been deported to the Soviet Union after the occupation of 
Eastern Poland. The volume also focuses on doctors and nurses who came to Pakistan as 
DPs through the efforts of the IRO. As part of the Findings series of the Arolsen Archives, 
this publication explores somewhat unfamiliar aspects and geographical areas of the IRO’s 
work with a view to encouraging further research on the subject.
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